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Few Turn Out For 
Irn·peach1ne·nt Rally 
housing L 
: LYON.HALL GOING CO-ED? 
--- · ·uy Marc Kutier- . - · · 
About· one hunctrecl and fifty. ! showed'up with homemade signs 
people, mostly College students, calling for the impeachment of 
some professors, a ·few .. Nixon. The spedal speaker for 
towns-people and lwo playful the rally, Professor David 
dogs, were the only supporters · Ratner, a law professor at 
that the newly-formed ·coalitioQ Cornett, discussed and answered 
for the Impeachment of the questions about impeachment. 
President gathered at their Ratner questioned on the· 
downtown rally last Friday, Oct. : 1mpact implications of the 
26th in DeWitt ark: fir in s ecial Water te 
By Mary Jo Fernbach 
From Dorm Nine ,to Terrace 
Twelve, students will be 
dropping out, transferring, 
studying abroad or taking a leave 
of absence in the coming 
months. This . will result in 
· approxiarritely 200 vacancies in 
rooms across the IC campus 
· second semester. 
Director. of Housing Dave 
Lord offers suggestions for those 
students who find their 
roommate is among those 
leaving; 
"A person in that position has 
several options. By December 
2 I, he (or she) can find a 
roommate of his choice and 
register together at the Housing 
office." <Those who w<;>uld like a 
new roommate but don't have 
anyone particular in mii:id, can 
make this known to Mr. Lord 
_and he will assign someone. 
"Another option would be to 
pay an additional $ I 50 and this 
enables you to keep your double 
room as a single for yourself. 
This. however, is offered to 
seniors first, then to Juniors and 
on down to freshmen," he 
explains. 
Lyon Hall, the all-male dorm 
nicknamed "the Zoo", may go 
co-ed as may one of the 
all-female dorms. The need for 
unisex dorms is in question since 
"only nine per cent of incoming 
requests are for unisex dorms," 
Dave Lord stated. 
· Terrace Fol!r may shortly be 
alternating males and females by 
floors. The Tau Alpha Mau 
sonority, now occupying that 
·dorm, is considering going co-ed. 
Terraces Five and Seven 
alternate the ,,·xes by rooms 
right now, and Mr. Lord feels 
this 1s the most popular living 
situallon on campus, and "has 
worked out very well " 
·Td like to put an end to the 
rumor that Valent111e will dose 
down next semester," he 
emphasizes. referring to the 
downtown hv111g ccnte1. Last 
winter, the College and Housing 
decided to keep the dorm open 
for the next five or six years, 
anyway, and made investments 
with that 111 mind. A new 
kitchen area has been added, 
plumbing fixed and serious 
conditions made not-so-serious 
Added ·costs Upset_ Students .Transportation lrorn Valentine to the campus will not 
be provided for several reasons. 
the maJor one being expense. 
i 
.J 
/' The Demonstrators 
' Those who - were there had 1 some comments on the question 
i of general apathy on the part of 
~~ the ·community. Some felt that 
ii many people who might have 
.,:.~ been down there decided to hold-
·l off ariy action now · that the 
:;I President has promised to release 
the tapes, complying to the 
court order. Another person felt 
·.. that the poor turnout was due-to 
J disinterest. · 
J Some who attended the rally 
prosecutor Archibald Cox. He -
answered that the Senate, · as a 
stipulation for the confirmation 
of Elliot Richardson as Attorney 
General, made Richardson 
promise to appoint an 
in_dependent prosecutor who was 
free of any White House 
interference. Ratner then said, 
"Now when you get into a 
technical legal question, I don't 
cont. on page 5 
By Andy Friedman 
At their annual Fall meeting, 
' ." the Board of Trustees approved 
. several raises that the Ithaca 
College .. student, or his parents, 
will have to pay . as of the 
academic year 1974-1975. These 
·raises, totaling $260, include a 
· $150 __ increase in tuition, $IO in 
health insurance, $65 for the 
'lo.. on-campus meal service and $35 
in increased dormitory room 
, fees, and $55 for the Garden 
Apartments. 
· The Ithacan 
polled several students as to how 
they felt about the increases and 
if they'd like to know what's 
been-happening to their parent's 
and their own money. 
"Yes, I'm upset that the 
Board increased the costs. I can't 
rationalize spending $5000 for 
an education and discover the 
same amount is being spent on 
senior parties :·or the year," 
complained one freshman who 
does not wish to be identified. 
The $5000 allocation will not all 
go to parties. Part will be used 
for the senior scholarship fund, 
and part will be used for 
sponsoring a Planned Careers 
Weekend. 
"I think raising the costs again 
is ridiculous," commented senior 
Dave Povero. "It's ridiculous 
because I've seen nothing put 
back into the College for four 
years now. And it seems that the 
only time anything gets done 
around here 1s three or four days 
COil t. Oil page ::! 
Those few students who were 
placed in Valent111e contrary to 
their choices because of 
overcrowding or other reasons. 
now have the option of moving 
onto - the campus. where the 
transportation is walking. 
Second semester will bnng 
paint iobs to the Upper Quads. 
Presently. dorms Seven and 
Eleven in the Terraces are being 
satin-and-latex spreaded, which 
will complete the Terrace 
complex. Hood Hall 1s first on 
the list, and the remainder of the 
Upper Quad dorms will follow. 
The Lower Quads and the 
West Tower will receive paint 
jobs next summer. but only __ if 
Housing can get the financial 
support necessary. 
'conley,Johns/Blean Vie for Ithaca Mayoralty 
1 . . • ( . 
By Gorsfon Mueller 
This year's ·mayoral race in 
Ithaca is -quite ·a low key affair. 
Walking through downtown . 
Ithaca gives no hint of any sore : ··, 
of an eiection. T.rying tQ find 
out anything about tJte· 
candidates is difficult. However, 
with a little help from friends at ·, 
the Ithaca Journal, the "rumor" :· 
"Of a _ mayoral election was·· 
confirmed. 
First, the candidates. · The 
Democratic candidate, who also ., 
has' the· endorsement of the New 
Democratic Coalition, is 
incumbent mayor Edward 
Conley. Conley served on 
Common Council ·ror two years, 
before he ran for mayor in 1971. 
He .won that election by a 
. ~-'- ·, .. . 
Hunna Johns 
St?rtling ·margin-of -1_1_ine votes. matter. Their campaign l.ocate- th"e-'···office. T..he 
The Republican ca11didate is ,headquarters"wer~n't open when ' Republicans were- also closed · 
retired city clerk George Blean. Yi,s.ited: . ·rryi~g -to find._ the'· altho~ · they ; had been· ope~ 
Compl_~tin·g ... tb'e· ·_list is:· va·rious headquarters in the~first ·TuesdaY morning. Johns had his 
Independe~t-cqnsfrvative Hu11na • place.--w'.as an accoinplisti:~ent. ·'headq_uarters ~n his drive-in real 
Jobn_s;~ Johns is :_a ·.r~rr~er thf~e- ,\TP.~: ~ilyol"."s _o!fice in ciP":· ~al_l, .-' .. estat_e office,. but again nobody · 
term mayo!;·wlto ~me in la~fln - -a·i:i:tc~, --~---~t?_: :_ t:>_e_~<?C.~a,~~_; .,wa;1n .. - '·G :. · .•. , :.~ •·. 
a three man race· !wo y~ars ag~:. , _ head(l,~~~~t which w~re.:.~)ose~ am~a,gns 
Finding·: .. _ou·t ·_,· where : .the· : at_1_h!/Ji,m,~~,The GOP ·had ·"I:lo ,- · · · . .. . ... _ 
candidates.· stood:-,,w~-,-anotbei· ~phon~•sfuiirront.was.n~~d to . TJie campaigns_ were .klcke_d 
. -~ ~.-:.-;: -.::· ·.· .• ~--{.;;,.:.:·.-·':·~~ ·. ::-'":·'-: :':_.:-·· ;:· _"f.::•J::: .. :, :r-~·~!:i . .'·: .-·'..:-~: .. ,;- -c .... _- . off'~·o,n~Sept_e~~~r }Ot~·:t'Y.·, .~e 
··, 
., . 
·.1·: .... < __ :_ . .-: . -· ·~:·~~~:..~,·:~. ~.· ::. 
On Thursday, October 25th 
the Ithaca Tenants Union held a 
pubhc meeting with all tht: 
candidates for common council 
and mayor. The purpose· wa~ to 
acquaint the public with the 
cand1.dates' standoii housing and 
the entorccment ot the building 
code. 
The evening started off with a 
slide presentation of v10lat1om 
of the code througt:out the city. 
These involved cracked beams, 
·ex posed heating pipe~. low 
ceilings. etc. Most of these 
·violations were m apartments 
that had been converted from 
private homes. Hunna Johns, 
Conservative candidate for 
Mayor pointed out that most of 
the buildings were 75 to 150 
George Blean years old. It was also pointed 
out that most of the occupants -
/"three- candidates. Conley is of these apartments were 
running on his accomplishments students, who have been chargect' 
· with down town developement, .exorbitant rents. Some buildings 
su.ch as the Ramada Inn, the were actually condemned, yet 
Sene~~. Street parking garage, were still ·being rented out. 
a!ld . !he just - approved Sta~e F O l lo, wing the slide 
· S t,r-e,e-t·. , ... ~ a 11 . and- the_ ~ presentation, the candidates' 
~ o t h. c h I I d s - C a I d w e 11 were given an opportunity to 
developemimt. _ state their views. The candidates · 
cont. on page 5 co·n,. or,·pain 
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ICTV Gets 
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. around th• naiion' Mobil~ -Unit NO• More, Bfi,t~3,'il't,y': 
Washington .. .fn a televised news conference Friday 
night, President Nixon said that he will let Acting 
Attorney General Robert Bork name a new Special 
Prosecutor, but the prosecutor will be answerable 
to Nixon. Nixon also proclaimed his ability to stay 
calm un"der pressure and then later accused the 
television media of "outrageous, vicious, distorted. 
reporting." 
Washington ... If Gerald Ford is confirmed as 
Vice-President, it is expected that Republican 
John J. Rhodes will be the new House Republican 
Leader. Rhodes, an eleven term representative 
from Arizona is now the chairman of the House 
G.O.P. Policy Committee. 
Washington ... President Nixon last week vetoed a 
bill aimed at limiting the powers a President has to 
commit armed force-s abroad without 
Congress1onal approval. Nixon stated in his veto 
that the bill was "unconstitutional and 
da"ngerous". There is a possib ility that from this 
and other confrontations Nixon has had with 
Congress, a nonpartisan corn mission to examine 
the constitutional rules of Congress and- the 
President in foreign affairs might be set up. 
New York ... Secretary of Agriculture Earl L. Butz 
is the subject of a Federal Trade Commission 
prohe into the merger of the California Wine 
industry. The investigation, brought to the 
attention of the FTC by former Watergate Special 
Prosecutor Archibald Cox, deals with the 
acq_uisition of United Vmters Inc. by Heublein Inc. 
in 1')69. 
Washington ... The Senate Judiciary Committee 
opened an investigation Monday into the firing of 
Archibald Cox by President Nixon. Cox was the 
first witness and told of a long series of 
unsuccesstul attempts to obtain certain White 
House documents. He also said that his job was 
"nowhere near done". Cox made clear his opinion 
that "independence for the Special Prosecutor was 
crucial". 
In other Watergate-related developments., the 
Senate Watergate Committee gave eight executives 
from American Shipbuildmg Company immunity 
m exchange for thei"r testimony concerning a 
$25,000 contribution to the Nixon re-election 
campaign. 
Washington ... lt 1s expected that Senator William 
Saxbe of Ohio will be nominated by President 
Nixon to replace Ellwt Richardson as Attorney 
General. Saxhe, an outspoken Republican, has 
already announced his plans not to seek re-election 
after one term m the Senate. Saxbe, before 
running for Senator, was the Attorney Gl!neral of 
Ohio.· 
Qround the worlcl 
Middle-1--ast...All United States military forces 
wen: put on a worldwide "precautionary alert" 
last week ami,J growing concern that the Soviet 
Union was 'about lo ·send troops into the 
M1ddle+asl. The akrt has now been lifted. 
The Egyptian ·Third Army, surrounded by 
Israeli fon:cs in the Sinai Desert. finally received 
water. food and medical supplies early this week. 
Israel :111nouncc<l that it. now holds more than 
seven thousand Arab prisoners and will exchange 
them for all the captured Israelis (estimated at 
400). Israeli officials s.iy they n;fuse to have their 
prisoners used as political pawns. and if they are 
not quickly released the chances of' the 
continuation of the truce will he hurt. 
Vietnam ... It has been reported that today, none 
months after tl1e Vietnamese cease-fire, North 
Vietnam has moved more than 70,000 fighting 
men and 400 tanks into South Vietnam. The 
Communist army also has sent two hundred 
artillery pieces and IS anti-aircraft weapons into 
the South, according to the report's. It is feared by 
some that North Vietnam is preparing for renewed 
111;1jor ground fighting. 
Montreal...Rohcrt Bourassa was re-elected Tuesday 
as Premit:r of Quehec by scoring a landslide victory 
over Rene Levesque.· The main issue of the 
campaign was the separation of the Quebec 
pl'ovince. Bourassa. a liberal. called that 
independence "a dangerous· adventure", whik 
Levesque continually d~fended separation. ·The 
Liberal Party now holds one hundred of the 11 O 
seats in the provincial legislature by gaining 
twenty-eight -seats. The separatist party won six 
seats which gives them the seco·na largest number 
of the !·our-patty Hous_e. 
Paul Stern · 
I he next few weeks. will mark 
the ·beginning of a--new era for 
Ithaca College- telev~ion. This 
weekend, a brand new mobile 
-unit will make its debut covering 
the lthaca-C.W. Post game, and 
color te!J!vision facilities will 
soon be in operation. 
· Paul Abert, director of 
Technical Facilities for the 
School of Communications, is ' 
responsible for the building and 
installation of much of the new 
equipment, He explained that 
the mobile unit is unique in that 
it is specially designed to provide 
the utmost in versatility. When 
the audio and vid~o control 
consoles are put into ptace in the 
truck, ( a 1973 Chevy Van), the 
unit will resemble those used by 
the major networks. But if any 
of the equipment is needed for 
studio use it can easily be 
removed from the truck. This 
portability is also convenient if a 
remote production is to 
originate inside of a building in 
which case the van may be too 
far away for the control consoles 
to remain in it. Eventually it is 
hoped that the van will be 
equipped with a gasoline 
powered generator to make the 
entile unit completely 
self-sufficient. 
The van is carpeted,. heated 
and air conditioned, and paneled 
in wg_lnut. A comparably 
customized van, not including 
any· of the electronic television 
equipment, would cost about 
$30,000. Mr. Abert, with the 
help of his staff and some 
students, modified the van for a 
total cost of approximately 
$6,000_ 
The color -television cameras 
will be ready for studio use in 
about two weeks. The two 
cameras, made by International 
Video Corporatjon (IVC), are 
professional quality equipment, 
as is the IVC color film camera 
which allows projection of slides 
and 16mm film- onto videotape. 
- Color television by its nature 
demands more attention to•· 
details. A new lighting grid will 
have to be set up in the ICB 
television studio because subtle 
changes in conventional lighting 
due to extended use which are 
not noticable with black and 
w&ite television become obvious 
. in color." However, the new color 
' TV apparatus will allow for a 
variety of special effects which 
are not presently available with 
black and white. 
By Aridy F~iedman 
If you love to watch thirigs 
bur.i, you . will be sorely 
disappointed an the coming yc.irs 
here at Ithaca. The growing 
campus and larger student body 
·has created the need for a new 
department and the . boys in 
administration have an offshoot 
of the Office of Safety_ and 
Security. 
This new office will not cause' 
any undue financiai burden to 
the college as it consists only of 
a one-man Scotland Yard. Mr. 
Martin · Mikula now bears the 
title and responsibilities of "Life 
and Safety Inspector." 
His · responsibilities - consist. 
· largely of regular, thorough 
inspections for fire hazards. The 
dorms and buildings have to 
comply with federal, state, lo(1al 
and New York Dorm Inspection 
Safety standards. Sprinkler 
systems, fire extinguishers and 
alarm systems will also fall under 
his gaze several times a year. 
0 n e s a-f ety regulation 
stipulates there must be a certain 
amount of exits proportional to 
th·e number of people in· a. 
building. So at concerts and 
special public assemblies from 
now on, if he feels they are 
being over crowded or fire-aisles 
are not provided and 
maintained, he says, "We'll just 
have to make arrangements to 
move some of. the people out." 
Not only students fall under 
the laws and regulations. 
Someone decided the 14th floor 
of the West Tower would be 
more beneficial as offices than as 
a lounge, so they went ahead 
and made the n~cessa-t=y 
renovations. But they didn't 
check with Mr. Mikula. The 
0ffices at present do not comply 
with safety standards, so some 
extra renovation, such as adding 
exits, is being done. 
Lasf year ,Mr.· Mikula was not 
around. (He began in early 
June). Last year the physical 
plant or Sectrtity handled unsafe · 
conditions and hazards, but this 
year it was decided -to give all 
the problems and responsibilities 
to one man. 
Mr. Mikula worked part time 
at IC last year and has had 
plenty ofexperience working 
with the fire department 
d o.wntown. Alread):', he has 
extablished a goo·d relationship 
with Housing CUid they "work 
together very welf' as he put it. 
IC students still ca-n't paint their 
rooms any color they choose, 
but at least now t!J.ey're( saf~. 
Upset 
cont~"from page 1 
before Parent's Weekend. The 
administration must know where 
the money is going, and it would 
the pain a little to let the 
student know exactly ,where it's 
going." 
Hope Brandis, a freshman 
from the Living Learning Center 
argues, "I'm in the Living~-
Learning dorm and I don't, see . 
what's -so special about it. It has 
more problems than good things 
to it. We don't even have a T.V, 
set ·in our dorm. What are they 
doing with~ our money?" 
Sophomore Peter Korn was a bit 
more adamant about the issue 
than others. ".I want ari itemized 
list!" he exclaimed. "I want to· 
see President Phillips or any 
member of . the Board of 
Trustees live in my 190m for a 
year. Tell them ,I'll trade places 
with any· of them!" Big Red of 
the· Living and Learning Center 
questioned why maid service was 
taken away and the-room rates 
raised again. -
"I'm seriously thinking about 
not co.ming back next year 
because of the exorbitant rates. 
There's got to be a limit as to 
what your education is worth!" 
expressed Cheryll · MacDougall, 
freshman. 
The impact (o parents was 
summed"'Up by sophomore Mike 
Frieman. Hes.aid, 
"Economically, to parents it's a 
disaster area. But· the· 
maintenance of the school can't 
. do · without these increases. A 
veritable paradox." 
· Paul D.'Ari, freshman, thinks· 
"it's definitely ridiculous to go 
up any higher. I think the 
administration should publish 
exactly where every penny of· 
our money is going." . 
Freshman Ken Hills from 
Lyon Hall agrees, saying, "Every 
dollar of tuition should · be · 
accounted fo5,'; He complained 
of the room increa:;es and 
complained, "The rooms are in. 
pret•Y poor shape already, and :_ · 
the~, · are just not worth it for -:: 
what we are pay~~-" 
_Heard on the Hill: _ . · .. . . . 
Market Builcling Up_ Nix·on-Immunity 
· : dividends may be aff~cted if helpe~ by n:ws <?f more hanks · • 
, By Peter N. Burbank . fl t· d 1. · lowermg their pnme rate to 9 m a ion ecmes. . . 
3/4% and a· strong trade surplus 
The market displayed little 
activity at· the beginning of this 
week, (Oct. 22-26). This 
low-keyed· activity followed 
President Nixon's firing of. 
Archibald Cox and continued 
fighting -in. the Mideast. Even 
though this news was adverse to. 
the market, the Dow · Jones 
Industrial Averages only 
re-trc;ited a fe.w points, 
"dlsp!ayjng the underlying 
strength 'present in the' market.· 
In a recent Wall Sfreet 
Jou ma!. accounting analysts 
disussed the probabilities of 
lower corporate earnings in 1974 
due to the use of the FIFO 
(First-In-First-Out) tax 
accoun·ting method: T.he -FIFO 
metlfod utilizes old inventory 
fof accounting pJ.1rposes which 
overstates profits. Old 
inventories' .ar_e usually less· 
expensive than new inventories. 
Analysts are concerned about 
increasing labor costs whjch are . 
forecasted for 1974.-that may 
affect profits. Interested 
loves.tors in income stocks 
· woul.d be wise to check 
accounting methods beca~se 
Oils Fine 
Although . oil co.mpanies 
-reported for the U.S. in 
September. Lessening of tension 
· in the Mideast gave investors 
more confidence in.the market. 
reported healthy earnings in the 
'third quarter, prosp:ects for .the Monsanto Up 
· same· performance in t~ fourth Mo n ·s a ·n t o C o r p o ratio n 
quarter are _dc;>Ubtful, · due to reported earnings up , 92% on a· 
Venezuela's 56% price increase 20% sales increase. The market 
for petroleum. Venezuela's move price of Monsanto is near its 
was precipitated by : a 70% 'yearly high and should continue 
advance . in prices ·because: to grow. Mon~anto presents an 
Venezuela is the 2nd largest oil ·attractive growth at this time. 
supplier to the U.S. Our chief oil Oil comp~ni:es traded actively 
supplier, Cana4a, has announced in the week of Oct. 22-26 due to 1 
that there wil be no- major ~rice ·the Mideast conflict . and 
increases. . increased .earninp reported fo'r 
U.S. new car sales dropped the third quarters. Exxon's 
1 6% in mid-October. This profits surged up 80%, while 
decrease in sales a.Imig with lab~r Molbil Oil reported an increase 
disputes and increased .costs for of 64%. Excellent third quarter 
materials will affect reported earnings for oil companies may 
earnrngs in the fo.urth :quarter. have accounted'for a 7 ,1/8 point· 
In'vestors may be wise\ to s't_ay - price hse · in 'Halliburton . on 
..:... away from stocks ·in automobile October 26. Halliburton is an oU 
companies. ' -· equipment ·· service company:·, 
The market advanced 12.57 British Petroleum traded heavily 
. points on .Friday, Oct. 26 to -.:the whole wee~;due to interest 
close at 987 .06. This ;-was the in . the company's North Sea 
. market's highest. close since last concessions at a time of 
· Feb. l}. when· it 'firijsbed ?,t unc·er-tainty about the 
-.996:76. This performl!,tlce was availability ofMideast oiL 
By Bob Sacharoff 
As most people are awar~. of by now, the 
concert season has started off in full swing, with 
the talent of Crosby and ~ash; If; Livingston ; 
Taylor/David Frye; and .the upcoming ·Sly & the 
Family Stone; and THE concert of the first 
semester - Bette Midler. _ 
It ·is not a well-kept secret that Ithaca College is 
not the most renowned place in the world nor t~e 
most desirable to hold a rock concert. There are 
many reasons for this: our reputation for losing 
money on - concerts, and the lack of adequate 
seating. This year; the Bureau of Concerts was 
establi9hed and they are working very hard to 
bring top entertainment and · groups to the 
students here. We wonder whether the students are 
really aware of our existence? 
There has been a lot of talk about the upcoming 
B~tte Mid~er conc_ert and le!__~ emphasiz~ that 
right now, it _is THE concert of the year. Cornell 
wanted her, but we got her. We have orders for 
tickets coming as far away as Harvard. The Bureau 
of Concerts along with. our promoter, Barry -
Katcher, have pulled·-out all the stops on bringing 
you an "Evening of Entertainment". 
The Bureau of Concerts '!VOuld also like to 
· inform you of one thing - promoters are funny 
people, they don'~ lil~e laying out large sums of 
cash for extended periods of' time. without getting 
some return on their investment. In other words, 
Barry Katcher is very concerned that people aren't 
buying tickets early enough to reassure him that 
'the concerts will sell. We feel the same way. We 
·subsidize the first thousand ticke~s of every 
concert and still you people aren't buying! 
1 This concert is going to sell out, no question. 
.The ticket prices are not unreasonable considering 
;the costs involved in putting on a rock concert of 
this magnitude. Did you know that Bette Midler 
1has an upcoming 12 day engagement at the Palace 
Theatere in N.Y.C. that sold out 30,000 tickets in 
'2 hours, at a maximum ticket price of $15.00! 
What's to stop us from doing the same? Don't put 
.off buying your tickets till the day of the concert 
if you can afford them now. 
Our last concert of this semester 1s going to be 
Focus/Spencer Davis Group. Tickets should be 
1 $3-3.50. Concerts for next semester are being 
looked into and set up. We can promise this - next 
semester's concerts· are going to surprise even 
Cornell! 
If you have any suggestions regarding concerts 
you would like to see, or would like to work on 
the staff (you get to wear a great shirt with our 
new logo on it) feel free to get in touch with: Bill 
l:lenk, Don Lee, Janie Rachlin, Roger Reid. Brook 
Ashby, Palma Sisca, or myself. 
COMMENT The White Power Structure 
By Reggie Simmons 
"Watergate has stripped the American political 
. system of its honor." This idea has swept acr_oss 
the nation and touched people of all walks of hfe. 
· Its range is spread from those in the political 
hierarchy to the average citizen on the street. Most 
· professors right here on this campus have 
repeatedly made such statements as: "Nixon and -
his Watergate ·mess have brought crime to the 
highest· levels of American government," or "We 
are in the Age of Watergate." The general feeling is 
that" Nixon has introduced criminal practices into 
his administration to gain his political ends. 
Supposedly criminal activity in government is an 
enormous deviation from American status quo 
politics. According to those political ol:iservers 
who adhere to this theory, America is up to its 
nt!ck in trouble because the present 
- Administration is.full of criminals. 
From this country's very beginning the· white 
: man began a vicious campaign of killing Indians 
and stealing their land. At the same time the white 
power- machine sailed to Africa, stole hordes of 
black people, and brought them to this country as 
slaves. During World War II this same machine 
placed nearly the entire Japanese-American 
population in sugar coated concentration camps. 
The white power structure in America has 
secretly overthrown many popular governments in 
smaller and less industrialized nations in order-to 
establish a more pro-American regimen. In 1903 
Ptesident Theodore Roosevelt organized a revolt 
against the .Republic of Colombia to gain control 
of the site for the Panama Canal. 
In its drive for more and more wealth the 
American government has colonized a number or 
small countries across the globe. A perfect 
example is the island of Puerto Rico. American 
businessman have nearly raped the island of its 
indigenous culture m the quest for profits. 
It was the white power structure that murdered 
and imprisoned numerous members of the Black 
'Panther Party because of their active fight for 
black political power. It was the same structure 
that ordered the murder of the Attica inmates. 
If the white power machine can commit all of 
these atroc1t1es, what in the hell is so 
extraordinary about breakmg into an office and 
setting up some buggmg devices'/ Watergate has 
not stripped the Amcncan poht1cal system of its 
honor. It has never had any honor to he stripped 
of. 
S.A.S.P. Hits the Dorms Again 
By Peter Korn 
The Ithaca College student 
·who finds himself with only a 
hangover and not real trouble 
savings to the college which 
might otherwise re tam the 
services of another couple of 
full-time officers. 
prevent arrests trom hemg 
needed. Each two-man team can 
make citizen's arr arrests i r need 
be, just as any student can, as 
specified by the judicial wde. 
/· 
The Nixon Administration does not deserve all 
of this attention which s·ets it apart from previous 
administrations. Be it Democratic or Republican, 
one Administration does not differ very much 
from the other. They all have one basic goal: to 
preserve and perpetuate the red, white, and blue. 
The machine that runs the American empire can't 
be- labelled the Nixon Administration ·or the 
' Johnson Administration. It is simply the white 
power structure. 
The conduct of the Nixon Administration does 
not deviate from the past exploits of the white 
power structure. Historically the white power 
structure in America has always been treacherous, 
murderou.s, aqd corrupt. 
· Sunday morning may have 
something to thank other than 
luck. That something could be 
SASP, the Student Auxiliary 
Safety P..tl!ol which is 
instrumental in making the 
c~mpus an easier place to live. 
Comprised of eleven males 
and eight females, the members 
of SASP are anything but junior 
policemen, or "piglets" as some 
have seen fit to call them. They 
are instead, trained, responsible 
students whose job ·it is to keep 
things cool without having to 
resort to police-like methods. 
Every SASP worker undergoes 
a_ training period which includes 
traffic control, human relations, 
building surveillance and 
security, and crowd control as a 
basis. Furthermore, each retains 
first aid certification. 
SASP workers do not carry 
guns, mace, or nightsticks. 
Instead they are armed only 
with training, common sense, 
and a two-way rad10 for 
_situatiO!)S. which they are not 
, prepared to handle. Their job is 
The idea for a student patrol 
force comes from Coordinator 
of Student Act1v1ties Dave 
Knowlton and Investigator Leo 
Tracy. who used the Stetson 
University Student Safety Patrol 
as their model m November of 
I 971. SASP became a reality the 
followmg semester, and has been 
an mtegral part of the Ithaca 
College Security plan smce. Sue 
Davenport concluded. ''What 
SASP really 1s, 1s a concerned 
student." 
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THE STORY 
A THIEF IN THE NIGHT ,s a mighty mol,on 
picture about Billie prophecy. II shows what 
can happen when Jesus Christ returns. This 
exciting story C'lnlers around eatty. an 
average ,g,r1 caught op In living for the 
present. with htlle concem about the future. 
What happens when this thinking finally 
catches-up With her provicles an action 
packed. unlcirgenabte dran,a. 
The fast moving pace includes a young man 
confronted by a cleadly Asian cobra. a young 
girl's daring escape from jail, lind a lake-over-· 
by ""The lmperium"" that regards all who are 
not properly identd1ed as en11,:nies ol the 
system. 
Filmed on location in Iowa. th1S plctura 
portrays with devastating reality the Biblical 
prediction, ""Ttiera wlll be no place to hide." 
One does not merely view this lolm. he 
exp,rtences ll. Every thinking person w,11 
senocsl~ ~onsidar its fmpac:t.-. 
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~H.E ~TORY 
A THIEF IN THE NIGHT'os a mighty motoon 
picture about Bible prophecy. II shows what 
can happen when Jesus Christ returns. This 
exciting story centers around Patty. an 
average girl caught up In 1,v,ng lor the 
present. with little concern about the future. 
Whal happens when this thinking l1nally · 
• catches up w,th her prciVldes an action 
packed, unforgettable drama. 
Tt>e last moving pace Includes a young man 
confronted by a deadly Asian cobr1. a young 
garrs darong escape from jail. and a take-over 
by ""The fmperoum·· tt>at regards all who are. 
no: prope,ly 1dentol1ed as enemies of the 
system. 
Filmed on location on Iowa. this picture 
portrays with devastatong reality th!' 81bl1ca1 
pred1c11on, ""There will be no place to hide." 
One does not merely v,ew lhos l.olm. he 
experiences n. Every thinking P.llltSOn will 
seriously consider its ,mpacl · · 
Nlll1tD Ml u SA. 
,o\·. :i. ,,.111 P\I 
\U\0 • I. ,:lftl P\I 
ASSE~fBL Y OF GO!J CHURCH 
~ ~\J W. Se:1ac4 .:i1. 1 l1n,111c,J, N. 'i~ 
r I"-•.• 
"We're here basically°· for 
student surveillance," says SASP 
head, Sue Davenport. She and 
Coordinator. of Safety and 
Security, Lou -Withiam, realize 
that plainclothes students have 
an advantage over uniformed 
Security officers as far as 
calming • students sown in 
potentially troublesome 
situations. Besides, the hiris, the 
hiring of Sasp:ers at $2.00 an 
hour represents a tremendous 
1 not to make arrests, hut to._=--==-----,,,,---,,,,-.........,,~--=c-
1. World CamDus Afloat:-Join_.Us! 
MAKE YOURSELF KNOWN! 
Salls each September & February. 
This is the way you've always wanted 
to learn . . . and should. Combine 
accredited study with a fascinating 
semester of travel 10 Africa, Austral-
asia, the Orient. and the Americas 
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges 
have afready participated. Financial 
aid 1s available. Write now for free 
catalog. 
WCA, Chapman College 
· Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666 
on or off campus 
WE NEED THE. CORRECT TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES 
OF PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT ACCURATELY LISTED WITH THE CAMPUS 
INFORMATION' SERVICE LOCATED IN THE UNION, OR THE NEW 
STUDENT DIRECTORY. 
please tear this form out and drop it in the office of Campus Activities 
or mail to: 
OFFICE OF C.A. 
Egbert Union Ithaca College 
NAME ......................... : ............................................. .. 
ADDRESS .......................................................... PHONE 
CENl\REX ............................ . 
a public scrv;lc_e bY THE ~1THACAN in co-operation 
with the O f.!}ce o1 Cam pu's A·ctivltles 
N·u MB ER ................... . 
.·' 1 
\. 
Editorial 
I . lhe. Apathl Revolution·· 
You know, it's not really the Ithaca College student's fault for 
·being apathetic. (S)he never really thought about it. 
by fine programs in such areas as music and communications. 
Instead they find a college environment seemingly·d_edicated to fun. 
Once on the boat, it seems as long as the dues are paid, the ride can 
go on forever. 18, 20 credits behind? Flick it in the coffers and 
---·:-
This is of course a sweeping generality. But it's about the cleanest 
sweep on the market today. Ten of LC.'s finest showed up for the 
"impeach Nixon" rally last Friday. Ten. Out of 4,000. They are 
definitely not the only concerned students on the LC. campus, but it 
is yet another indication of the low reservoir of energy this at this 
collee:e: as well as other colleges. Cornell, the organizer of the rally. 
sported only 130 or so undergrads at their own event. Out of ·16000. 
While it was the students of the sixties that worked and fought foi 
revolution, it is the students of the seventies that have brought it 
about. It is called apathy, the quiet revolution. 
receive next season's pass.· . 
Flunking is non-existent with the nifty (NFT) system "they-have 
here. You really have to work at it here. "Incompletes" and the 
infamous "Not for Transcript" (NFT) are just about the worst si~s 
you can incur. . 
At some institutions, between class conversations center on Curie 
and Mantaigne. Here, it's Jimmy and MaryAnn. What does the' 
molecular theory matter with Saturday night coming up? Oral 
discussions here do not normally get peoples' minds blown. 
Something else perhaps, but not minds. 
So many reasons can be given for the death of "the Movement": 
the general principle that heads which repeatedly get banged against 
the wall tend to get mushy, "1,ere's nothing left to fight for, the kids 
(especially evident here) are too well-off and would rather party for 
four years, or a new trend towards "the old values" of eating, 
drinking and being merry, the oldest life-style-hedonism. Who really 
It is very hard for members of the "older generation" to believe 
increasingly alarming reports about students' "extra-curricular 
activities" while at college. But now that their parents are here for 
Parents'-Weekend, they no longer n_eed to rely on second-hand 
information to formulate their opinions~ This is an ideal situation for 
parents to ask their daughters and sons 1:hose Big ·Questions. ···How 
knows why? Better yet, who really cares? · 
To get the tongue out of the cheek, it should be made clear that 
the point is not why the Movement died. That is merely fact. The 
causes need not be "revealed" for the umpteenth time. 
. much are yo1;1 enjoying college?" and "Why" are nice easy openers. 
Many parents like to decide where their children go to college, but 
usually the "child" makes the real decision. In any case, if l.C. was 
chosen fol"' enjoyment, dey soitinly go de right place. There is 
definitely an education to be had at LC., and some students are 
getting it. The special conditions which exist here though pose some 
extra problems for the serious student. If academic achievement was 
first in mind and/or clear sound direction desired, a little check-up 
It's just that we do not want the parents of l.C. undergrads to be 
·laboring under the delusion that their children having been sent to 
the LC. version of academics are engaging in some kind of idealistic 
activism, realistic constructionism, or radical destructionism. 
Instead, the new majority seems bent on hedonic expressionism. 
,_ I 
Which makes it very hard on South Hill's earnest students. Many 
students come here hoping to really expand their intellect, attracte'd might be advantageous. '· 
COMMENT 
The Messenger 
Or The Message 
By Paul Stem 
Richard Nixon m his news 
conference Friday night ripped 
open the ·slowly healing wounds 
in his relationship with 'the 
media. He said, "I have never 
heard or seen such outrageous, 
vicious, distorted reporting in 
twenty-seven years of public 
life". 
Nix.on opened the news 
· conference with a statement on 
the Middle-East and continually 
To the Editor: 
Your article, "Getting 
Norman Mailered," was 
misaddressed. It should have cast 
a critical look at a talk that 
oscillated between the heights of 
inanity and the depths of 
boredom. 
A number of listeners 
dispiayed discretion and good 
sense by walking out during 
breaks m the verbal torrent, 
while Mailer was launching his 
bulk on yet another tangent. 
The rest of the audience stayed 
behind, lured by Mailer's 
titillating promise of a prize 
dirty joke. The final applause 
showed a masochistic fervor 
shared by your repOFter, but 
then some J.C. audiences would 
give a standing ovation to an 
arthritic flea circus. 
Mailer has been 
campus-hopping all over the East 
Coast, dishing out the same 
canned goulash of ego tripping 
political fantasies, pitches for his 
children's cru~ade against the 
CIA, and atrocious bits of sexist 
attempted to revert back to that 
subject. However, an aggressive, 
vigorous press corps continually 
badgered him on Watergate 
issues, the tapes and Cox. Nixon 
on several occasions said 
reassuringly that he has 
remained calm under pressure .. 
At one point he said bluntly, 
"The tougher it gets the cooler I 
·get". But is Mr. Nixon, as he 
asserted, unaffected by the 
shocks of the press? Is he really 
humor. He sandwiches these 
distractions from the serious 
national business at hand 
between cut-and-paste jobs on 
Marilyn Monroe and visits to his 
stockbroker. 
Aren't students wondering 
how much such snake-oil 
salesmen, mentalists, and other 
visiting paragons of trivia 
collectively add to their bloated 
tuition bills? Truly critical 
reporting by the Ithacan could 
help improve the quality of our 
cultural bill of fare. Enough of 
hero sandwiches stuffed with 
stale laurel leaves of erstwhile 
reputations. It's time for some 
fresh organic fare on issues like 
civil liberties, women's . lib, 
racism, the warfare state, and 
prison reform. 
Harvey Fireside 
Politics Department 
To the Editor, 
This 1s really to Mike Hunt, 
snooper. 
Ha. Ha. Gee, Mike, l was 
really impressed with your. 
CORRE-CTION 
cool under pressure? Is he able 
to act decisively under fire? 
Does he "have what it take£"? 
His attack on the media seemed 
most surely one of anguish and 
emotion. It seemed triggered as 
much by the constant pressure 
applied by his questioners 
Friday night as by the recent 
coverage of Watergate by the 
networks. If we are to have faith 
in our President after all that has 
happened, how can we see him 
declare his coolness under fire 
and then after persistent 
questioning and pressure 
intensely assault the media? 
Media Assaulted 
Yet there is much more to the 
issue. Is the President justified in 
his assault? He had asserted that 
he felt there we!e reporters who 
"with knowledge of what the 
facts are distort it viciously". It 
'"Disney Productions" idea. It 
was really humorous. How 
funny can a guy get. However, 
there is one little remark that I 
resented. Of course, l know you 
didn't mean it personally, since 
you don't know me. l work in 
"Job Land." And I think I am a 
real person. (By the way, are 
You a Real Person?" And who 
are you to judge who is a Real 
Person?- Are you really Mr. 
Disney? Maybe you needed that 
bash in the head you claimed 
you got. I have a suggestion. 'If 
you want- to dump on an 
institution that you Really don't 
know anything about; pick on 
the White House. Now That's a 
building I'm not sure has real 
people working in it. Frankly, 
I'm very happy here. The view 
from the balcony is beautiful. 
· Rapunzel 
Job3 
Dear Rapunzel, 
Wait a sec. Who's putting who 
011. Real people have real names. 
Nothing personal. 
Love, Mike 
To the Editor: 
,. 
is no secret that Nixon and the 
press have never been the best of 
friends. Over the past thirteen 
years Nixon has not shown any 
trust of the media. And for at 
least that length of time the 
media, as a whole, has had little 
favorable to say about Richard 
Nixon. Yet how biased has the 
reporting been, or is Nixon 
· simply attempting to "blame the 
messenger for the message"? 
Certainly the break-in . of the 
Democratic National Committee 
wasn't a wild media story. Nor 
did the media dream up the 
involvement of Ehrlichman, 
Haldeman, Dean and Krogh in 
the scandal. The Vesco dealings 
were not a media fabrication. 
The Agnew kickback case was 
not an illusioned media story. 
The media is attacked for 
being observant and persistent in 
seeking the truth and revealing 
their information to the public. 
The media makes mistakes, the 
Eagleton affair for one, and their 
silence in the days of Bobby 
Baker, but where would we be 
today if not for the Washington 
Posts' refusal to bury the 
Watergate story, or the thorough 
what procedures were followed 
to ensure due process. 1 feel that 
the IC community has the right 
to know as much about this case 
as possible since it will be settinJ!; 
investigating of Daniel Schorr. 
The media in past months has 
revealed the cover-up of the 
. Cambodia bombings, the milk 
price fix111g, and the ITT 
scandal. This 1s not vicious 
distorted reporting, but fact'. 
h o_w ever unpleasant to the 
Administration it might be. 
A news reporter 1s certain to 
have particular feelings · and 
prejudices, and they are apt to 
show somewhat as he appears on 
television day after day. Surely 
when one scandal breaks, young, 
ambitious reporters are eager to 
dig into something new and their 
zeal can exceed their judgement. 
And surely .when the President's 
er.edibility is at an all time:Jpw 
the trend is to hit and hit often. 
But when is investigative 
journalism anything other than 
outrageous and distorted 
reporting to the person under 
investigation? When is the 
blanket of National Security no 
longer applicable to cover over 
the publics' right to know? 
When does Presidentiat paranoia 
take precedent over the freedom 
of the press? When does the 
m csse11ger supercede the. 
ipessage? 
a precedent for future possible 
cases. 
Sincerely, 
Bogdan Mieczkowski 
Professor of Econorltics 
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Due to the paper shortage, The 
Ithacan will b6 limite~ to 16-page 
press runs for the remainder· of 
the semester. 
Thanks ta"the parents without 
whom none of th,s would be 
possible. 
In an advertisement last week, it was stated that Gary Girard/Guru 
Maharaj Ji lecture in T 103 was . "sponsored by the Ithaca· College 
Phii'osophy Department." It was not. The talk was held in conjunction 
with two philosophy ,professors and their classes, but was not a 
department event. . . 
I would like to express my 
desire to have the hearings on 
my dismissal case open to the 
entire College community. l 
think that everyone should' be 
able to. lear,n what my offences 
have been, what methods were 
used to determ,ine my _guilt, and 
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Gro11naa.n 
~J>iauts· 
.;Deat.h 
On Wednesday, November -7, 
973, at 8: 15 P.M. in T 102, the 
enter for IndiViduaJ and 
nterdisciplinary Studies and the 
tudent Activities Board, 
ponsor Dl". Ear1 A. GrolJman, 
peaking on li.'xpfaining Death t-0 hil<lren · 
A Pioneer in the field o 
ewish Pastoral C9unseJing, 
nsis ~ntervention, and 
hanatoloizy, Dr. Grollman is 
uirently Rabbi at .Beth EI 
empie Center in Belmont 
assachusetts. liis books includ ' 
alking About Death Winner o 
he Trends Citation by UNEsco 
t the International Children's 
nd Youth Book exhibition; 
XPlaining Div9rce to Children; 
uicide: Prevention, 
uterven tion, Postven tion; 
udiasm in Siamfltld .Freud's 
odd; £>pJainlna 0..th to of Psy0h;at,y; Goven,
0
,,, 
Mdren. Con,n,;_,,;,,n on Po<nog,aphy· Rabb; G,oJJ.,,n is , memb., l!dHo,;,, -a
0
.,d, 0,.
0
,; 
f; Govemo,•, Council on Magazfoe Devo,ed to De,,., 
ct;o,i fo, Mental 1'e.1th; D Ying •nd B«ea,emen, 
'"•chusetts Comm;ttee on Pmfe,,fonaJ Adv;,
0
,y Boaru' 
fo, the Aged; Foundat;on of lnanatoJogy' 
"•avem,n, Team, l!an,a,d Co/umbia,P,esbyte,;,n Medicai 
n;veniti,. · Community SchooJ --.~•n1er /u JV~ Yori<. 
. . ..... , , ... _,, - ' . •· , . : . 
those concerned in O:rder to get , cT1ie 1tliiocan/ivo,end,e, 1, 19111 Pag.; s 
. their voices heard. fie asked the 
.... ,., ... ., Of n.e Coauaou to AIQ)'or~, IQce Write letters and send telegrams. 
to their rep:resentatives in 
Washington. lie told about three 
. 
st
atesmen in Washington, Carl 
Albert, Peter Rodino and lames 
Eastland, whom he says are 
three very conservauve members 
of Collg)-ess. He Pointed 01.it tha·t 
because of a great influx of lllail 
con r. fro1,i Page J 
.131ean agrees that the 
downtowu deveJopement has 
been a good thing, but criticizes 
Conley for taking all the credit 
from their constituents all three 
have come out i)'] favor of 
"impeachment. CarJ Alben, Who 
had not heard a word out of his 
Oklahoma district over t.he war 
or any Ulajor hsue, was t.he one 
Who Ordered the I-louse 
Ju~ic,~ary Committee to ''get 
~011Jg 
0
n the irnpeachment issue. 
for it. lt turns out 'that the 
original Plans Were started back 
When Eiunna Johns was mayor. 
,Johns has criticized Con/ey for a 
lack of planning and high costs 
concerning the parking garage, 
He has also complained that he 
has not received any press 
coverage. Both Blean and Johns 
McKay Went on to say that 
the day Nixon fired Cox, tile· 
· We
5
rern Union lines were 
iammed Until early the nex.t 
morning. McKay noted that 60 
congressmen, Which is more than 
· the ¼ needed, had I come out 
complain of secrecy on Conley's 
Part. It is interesting to note that 
neither have Inade a staternem 
critical of Conley's use of police 
_to break up a CoJJegetown block 
Party in May 1 97'2. Blean has 
called for a11 increase in foot Patrolmen. 
in favor of. impeachment, 158 
more are 11eeded,b1.1t McKay claims 
"There are a lot of them sitting 
. on the brink." McKay and the 
· Coalition said they wm continue 
thei.r activities and that the 
With two weeks l.lntiJ thi: 
election, none of the candi<iates 
have Yet taken a hard and fast 
Position on an issue unw the 
Other makes a move, With suc]i 
gung·ho campaigners, few People 
are really aware that there is an 
eJectfon. Last Year's schooJ 
board election received more 
attention. The candidates Will be 
given a chance to ''break out". 
tonight at 7: 30 P.m. at the 
central fire station When the 
three Will debate the housing 
! Steering Committee woufd be 
meetfog to Plan fo ture action. 
But for now they asked the 
1 SO-odd People and the two 
· dogs that sat in the relaxed 
. atmosphere of the· sin al/ city 
.green to go home and Write. 
~ THE~OUlft'ay ~ ...... ~-
ituation in Ithaca. 
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.. ,Com~unicatj~~: '3anquet. Saturday· : . \ . . 
Nijbdy from 5 :30 · . · · · · . · · . . coni: Jrom pag~ 1, 1457 E. Shore Drive . . 
%73-2240 - . -The- 9th Annual School , of · agreed tha:Mlie.problem was._due 
C(?mmunicat_ions Banquet; · to lack of Gode enfarcem~nt, 
spoJ1Sored by Alpha Epsilon and au~· .. of . the .alderman 
Rho, is scheduled for Saturday candidates · ·supported. sJricter ,DINNER- Salt ·Cellar 
: November 3 (Parent's Weekend) ·enforc~ment. AnQther problem 
at 8- p.m. in· the Towers Dining was the wording Qf_ the· Code. 
Hall. C'ost of the buffet dinner is .Many feel the Code is too vague $5 for adults and family a-nd ... therefore provides 
members, end $3 for School loopholes.' The problem 
students. Students not in the concerning the students was 
, 
'THEATER Theater 
Presents: 
"THE TIGER" 
Combine the Pleasure 
of , Dining with Live 
Broadway Producti<_!_ns · By Murray Schisgiel 
School whowouldliketoattend r·aised. Ri-clife .Mora:i, 
the banquet_ are invited to sign Democratic candidate for. the 
author of "Love" · up on a list posted near School First Ward, said that students are 
offi<;;es on the ground floor of often the .victims in this 
Dates: Nov. 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
the PA building. The evening's i;ituation. Paul Glover, 
program includes a guest speaker .independent candidate in the 
and_ student presentation. Second .Ward, said that Cornell 
Domino1' s Pizza 
z7,-0111 
must insure housing for those it 
enrolls. Other candidates said 
that the Commissioner must be 
given more authority and 
personnel, to deal with the 
problems. 
;· Incumbant mayor Edward 
Conley took the ..floor. He said 
the · Code must be updated 
-before ·it can 'be enforced. The 
Mayor pointed out that the 
. archaic; Code ·was driving new 
a 
•i I 
,;,1111 11 I INI I', l C 1r~1 ,I Ii \,tlll tll1t1I ,•,1,,l!r,tl, r.111 I r.,, .. KI •, I'" l!I ', I 1'1.· I • 
po' I ,l,{1 '" jH//' l",, I .tl,\I<,\:'\ 11 I I,, I 
d• 1,. '"" t,, t, I"• 1, , ,11, I hi I d• l,.,, ,~ r•qt,1 !, \/"'" ,1,,.,, -r, 1, 
:,\/ JJ,,,.,,.,, \'., Ii,,, .,,,, 1,I\ 1,,,, 11,IHHh,lri•' I•, ,1p \ 
constructiori out of the city to 
the · surrounding towns, 
particularly- to the. town of 
Lansing, where the code is looser 
and construction cheaper. 
Republican candidate George 
Blean· agreed that Code 
enforcement was a problem, but 
feels the zoning ordinance must 
be strengthened first. 
Conservative Hunna' Johns 
took a different stand. He said 
that the commissioner had the 
' authority already. He also said 
that landlords often could not 
afford needed r~pairs because of 
high labor costs. He reported 
that- there were more vacancies 
this year than many years before. 
The Domino People Are Pizza _Pe~pl~, Period~ 
,He claimed that when there were 
vacancies there was no need for 
i::ent control. Paul Glover was the 
· only candidate who was in favor 
of rent control. 
:\IOi\ MGIIT FOOTB,\LL 
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108 N.AURORA ST .. 
EXTRA SPECIALS TUES. NITE TIIIS \\'I I· K"S :-!h:ts Sl'I ('I .\LS 
SCREWDRIVER 
!HARVEY WALLBANGER SOct1 
RYE HIGHBALL/ ROCKS 
/ 
NOW OPEN· 
The Arts & Crafls Su_pply Ce11,r 
The largest selection of arts &· crafts mater!als- in the- Southern Tier 
LOW & DISCOUNT PRICES \ -
for artists . for craftspeople 
Winsor-Newton gouache+ watercolor SUPPLIES FOR: --
~tai~ ·glass crafting La Franc - Q,il colors 
Liquitex - Aery lie colors 
Inko - Silk screen inks + dyes 
Strathmore paper in pads+ .bu!k 
Plus Book..~. ClassPs, & Fr<'<' Advfrp 
Macram·e Bead craft 
Batik Be£>rrnaking. 
W e_aving W inemaking _ 
Rugmaking Candlemaking. 
Be·. Sure tc> Visit 
THE-
l.EATHER: ·:·: SHOP· 
~ ' ,_ ,.. • ' •, • • •: •" - • I '' • 
at: th~ ·~ame addte.s~,· .: 
: .... ,,. . ··~·-:..,. \"· ( :.;.>:.: .. -~- ·. '\ ': 
. A111az111~_1(ti11dcriifted.leailiergr10ds 
.,~-: '", · ... ~;~> ~:. _\ 
138 ·E. State St. 
·( formerly, Cloud Dragon Crajis ) In th~ hasenforit' Of ,· •. MAR&.t\:~ilijB 
I, 
• .., J. ~·· •• -
,l 
r 
.... 
, ' - . 
... • .. :~ ': • - .. • • > •• ~ 
DEPARARTMENT MANAGERS' SALE 
big savings in every department 
hurry, sale ends Saturday, November 3 
famous brand sweaters 
A collection of warm, fashionable 
sweaters in machine washable acrylics 
Cardigans and slip-ons, all in the latest 
fall colors. 
- reg. 12.00 
6.99 
casual corduroy jeans 
JOO¼ cotton corduroy Jeans with the 
popular flare leg styling. All new fall 
colors in m 1sses ~1zes IO to J 8 
reg. to 9.00 
6.99 
men's corduroy _shirts 
100% cotton corduroy with tapered body, 
long sleeve styling. Burgundy, blue, gold. 
and brown. Sizes S, M. L. XL. 
reg. 9.00 
5.99 
STORE FOR MEN. STREET FLOOR 
Qiana body suits 
Qiana, that ,oft. smooth fabr1c that look, 
and feels so luxurious. fashioned into a long 
sleeved bod·y-suit. Fly-away collar with v-neck 
front. An ass'ortment of the most y;anted colors 
reg. I 0.00 
5.99 
LINGERIE, STREET FLOOR 
J 
I 
n 
I 
~ 
~ 
ft 
ft 
~ 
u 
~ 
ft 
" i . 
u 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a 
I 
I 
junior slacks & tops 
Casual sportswear for the 1un101 crowd 
Slacks in wools and blends. swea1c1 top,. 
polyester and a.:rilic knit sh1rt,. New wide 
leg styled slacks 111 solids and pat term 
Sweaters and shirts 111 ,olids only. All 
new fall colo1s: new fall siylc, 
Junwr ,1zes only. 5 Ill 13. 
reg. to 16.00 ea. 
7.99 
or 2 for 15.00 
BETTER SPORTSWEAR. SECONIJ FLOOR 
men's famous make 
sweaters 
:,Jeevele:,:, . reg. 9 .00 7.20 
pullover. crewncck. \-neck. reg. 12.00 ca. 
cardigan,. reg 15.00 9.60 
12.00 
Solid colu1 ,wc.ilcr, 111 a_...,01 led ,1 'y k, 
<,5',; ,hctl.111d wool. 35·,;. l),1crllll l'"h c,tc·r 
S11e, ~- M L. XL. A,,u1 IL'4 colul\ 
ST O R E F O R M I: N . S T R I: I. T I· L O O R 
acrylic mittens + gloves 
ut ,~.11111 IOU; Jc1~l1,· ~1111 B.1,1, .111d 
value, to 4.00 2 for 3.00 
GLOVES. STREET FLOOR 
pierced earrings 
An assortment of ,tyles 111 
drops, button,, studs, wed-
ding band styles. 14 kt. 
~. gold posts, gold. silver, 
~colored styles. reg. 2.00 pr. 
2 for 3.00 
JEWELRY, STREET FLOOR 
:- ~ :~;; 1 1/,;._~·,·';,~· .. u~;~ ·_.J:;·: 'j~; .. 
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a: Stratagem I ·,.. 
Easily Carried- I ·aca: 
By Pamela Fox 
The Beaux Stratagem is like a delicate chord or 
musical progression. If it is to come across,aV of 
the characters· must contribute _harmoniously to 
create the rhythm and momentum· that will carry 
the audience smoothly and humorously along the 
springtime path of romantic lust and human 
absurdity .. 
Monday night 1t was easily carried along with 
the ,tage action as the company members (with 
the ex1.:eption of only a few_) glided, paused and 
punctuate'd in ac1.:ordance witn. one another in the 
typical Restoration style. Many appean:d actually 
weightles~ as they skillfully sustained an easines~ 
with languaged and.movement, welcoming us into 
their fantastically t:artoon-like .-world:· Grant 
Mackenzie Goodeve was most exceptional that 
· evening in his portrayal of Archer, a romant11.: and 
d,evcr nobleman in footman guise. Confidtmtly, he 
practH.:ally danced through the part, filling the 
stage with precision,_suhlety and strength., both 
vocal and phy~ical. Gracefull too' was Ms: Cheryl 
Moore as Mrs. Sullen, playing opposite Mr. 
< ;oodeve.· Her arm~ and hand~ moved with 
lmd-like quality a~ ~hc candidly admits to her 
lustful ( not exactly coquettish) though~s, always 
keeping us laughing and gues~ing. The character 
hits were absolutely outrageous! Director James 
Lauricella carm:d tht.:m out Lo the enth degree. 
Caricature~ rooted m realism had costumes and 
~ta lures 1 hat extended into lhc realm of cartoon 
1111agry. Pay spedal attention lo l-dward Benjamin 
Slone a~ Bellair. David Allen as Foigiard, Ruth 
IJiPa~quale a!> Ludy Uount1ful, William Scott 
lngrnm .i~ 1:n:cman and Joe l'cdoto as Sullen. You 
will ~1avc Lo laugh! 
Al fi rsl the set w.is somewhat of a 
d1sappo111tmenL The playing area seemed harren 
and gavt: the audience an<l characters little to play 
off <>f in terms of mood. llowever. the spartial 
layout was a succe~ful 1mplcmcnl in the general 
flow of adion. In the later·s·ccnes we finally see all 
of lhe colors :tnd ornamenlalion that seemed to be 
misguiding al first. 
Costumes were very cl fcd1vc es.pccially those of 
lhe clwracler h1ls and Aimwell. l·:ach carried a 
specil1c color scheme and ~lyle that poignantly 
diaraeleri,.ed the pcr~onality of each part. 
The do~ing Sl:L'llL' wa-; c:0!01 ful and festive as all 
ol l he d1.Jracler~ appear on stagt:' <lancing and 
playrng in lhL; lighl floral romantic !lair of The 
Beaux Strategm. So !,!ll. sec it. and share in the 
spiril 1 
NolL': Beaux Stralcf;!m will he Ithaca College's 
entry 111 the AmL·rn.:an ('ollo:ge Theater Festival 
Saturday n1ghl. A judgL' will decide whther the 
~how will 1ravcl I() llofslra llniwrs1ly and then. 
who knows. may(,c next to ·Wi\shington. p.<.'. 
l><1n't m1~s1t 1 
J. Geils. Concert 
Lmny B'YUce Program.Jnformati!e 
- · still had the audience rolling in the aisles. This was 
By Rick Bernstein • Lenny Bruce af his finest. An ama:z:ing fact is that 
even though the material was first performed in 
. the late S(}'s and early 60's, it is so-avant-garde in 
its -language and subject, that with the supreme 
.court's ruling on obscenity it might still get 
busted. That's how far ahead of his time this man 
, ' 
Since very few people knQW who Lenny Bruce 
was let me first give you a grief outline of his lifo. 
Bruce, who was born Leonard _Scheider, 1as a 
comedian. Probably one of the fm~st the world 
has ever seen. He was the first to do "if..." bi!s. 
These bits were based on the idea that if !,h!..s 
happened thi:n this would result. ~hese were also 
called premise IOutines. One of his most famous-
ones was "if Christ an,d Moses returned to Earth 
and went to St. Patrick's <;:athedral, what would 
they think and what ~ould th~ priests_ a~d 
cardinals do. The scene that follows 1s a classic b~t. 
_ Every modern day comedian, ranging _f1:_om Bill 
Cosby to George Carlin, have consc10usl~ ~r .. 
unconsciously adapted the man's style. lf"ruce ts 
responsible for taking us out of the comedic 
doldrums of Henny Youngman and .Bob Hope. No 
comedian could get by today with lines like, 
"Take my wife ... please.'' 
Except he used real words. The words you and I 
and everybody use everyday. Words I'm ~till not 
a!Jowed to print in this paper. So severa) times he 
was husted on obscenity charges. Hts annual 
income dropped from $350,000 to $6,000, 
because clubs -suddenly lost th>ir liquor license 
after he played there, and the place would be 
fon:cd lo close. 
But Bruce never stopped using those words or 
doing t!le controversial material ab?ut sucli topics 
as Christ and Moses, that was probably more 
responsible for his constant busts as his language 
was. Soon he could no longer find work at the 
only thing he lived for. So he turned to drugs, and 
died of an overdose of morphine in 1966. 
So as you can see, Frank Speiser, has created a 
difficult task for himself to try and recreate Lenny 
Bruce. The show itself was a one-man performance 
and Mr. Speizer scripted it himself int~rmi_xing 
routines of Lenqy with his own dramatizations. 
The play· consisted of two acts. In the first ~r. 
Speiser recreated for us many of_Lenny's routi_nes 
and he did it rather well. Even though Mr. Speiser 
is doing it from memory as an actor and Lenny did 
<JO'Yr of his.materi;il off the top of his head,.Sp,eiser 
was. 
In the second set' we see Lenny awaiting hislast 
trial before his death and how the . trial is 
respoqsible for··'it,. We_ see a desrroyed man who 
can't logically understand what's happening to 
him, because it- is so . totallr unjust. Again .Mr. 
Speiser impressed me with·his ability to change the 
mood from hilari'ty .in. a night -club atmosphere to 
that of a victum·" o( injustice.· He accurately 
depicted the genius a~d- the· tr~gedy of a_great 
man. •. 
I talked to Mr. Speisei·aft~r the sh,ow and found 
his credentials impressive. He has studied at Yale 
Drama School and also discovered how popular his 
act is. He has played 45 colleges in the past year 
alone and has alx;eady been booked in 20 more this 
coming year, including Grossinger's, a posh 
Catskills resort on_)he dafe of November 5. I for 
one will try to see hint again. 
My only complaint was there wasn't enough 
people there. Like many of Lenny's own concerts, 
many people were afraid to go. But after he died 
people from all over the· world claimed they were 
there. I recommend you do the same if yo·u don't 
want to appear a fool. I congratulate Mr. Speiser 
• on his efforts to keep the words of Lenny Bruce 
alive and meaningful to us who didn't have the 
chance to see him. · · 
For those of you wh9 would like to learn more 
about the man there are two books and two 
records I can recommend. The books are How to 
Talk Dirty and Influence· People,by Lenny Bruct 
and The Essential Lenny Bruce, a compilation ot 
his works. The two records are three record set, 
·and Tl!,ther expensive; SO see if you can-bOTJOW it 
or split it with a few. friends and listen.- to i 1 
together. They are Lenny- Bruce Live at the Curron 
Theatre ., and The Midnight Concert. Both· giw 
you a good idea of where the man stood .and give 
excellent articles on who the man·wa.~ 
Ongoing· En.terprise 
The I l11aq Oancemakers are 
presenting a concert on 
November lJ. 10 and 11 in the 
Da1H:emakers' Dewitt Studio, 
Seneca and Cayuga Streets. The 
Friday and Sunday 
performances are at 8: I 5 p.m .. 
On Saturday, two performances 
will h.: given at 7 and lJ p.m. 
·1 ickets ar.: $2.00, and are on 
sail' at Mayer's ·Smoke- Shop, 
Midtown Records and the., 
Cornell D:.tncl' office (9-noon). ", 
Only 75 seats arc available for 
' each perforrpa nee. 
The Danc.:makers are 
presenting six <lances. Ithaca 
recorder.·- Mr. Stringham also 
plays sax and clarinet for Ms. 
Wilson-Widz's "lnterabang" 
·which was premiered in Ithaca 
last ..Summer. "Doors and 
Windows ·arc _used for Their 
Emptiness" by Janice Kovar wa.s 
also premiered in that concert 
and is bejng performed again. 
Concc'rl p1,,dL1LL'r h'ny l'mvcr~ annc>\llll'l'U the J. (;L'IIS Ba_n1;I "'.ill 
. 1ppc·,11 111 ,·rinl'c'rl al th.: Murray Athklk hlllc·ation C.:nt.:r ol flm1ra 
('olkgL'. Saturday ,·vcnmg. X:00 p.1ii .. Nowmh.:r 3rd. -1''73. 
i\ppe,1nng with lite· J. (;'.:jb Band will h~ ~Pl'L'l:11 _gu.:s1. s_tar~ 
Backyard. I 1c:J...:b for the J. c;.:ib n1nc<'rl_ ar•· ~-L~O !11m1ted 
numherl anti 'i5.5ll 1follow,111g. tho• sellout ,,t the ::; .. L:,0 11cket~.l. 
· premieres include .. No. 12 {solo 
for I .2 .3. or -ff' · hy - Helen-
Akxander. and .. Hologram and 
Marth.a 11·· by Leslie 
Wilson-Wirll .. In "No. I 2" M_s. "' 
Alexander has taken a set solo 
and taught it J,0- three. othi:r 
dancers, varying ihe staging and 
the liming .of the . exits- and 
.:ntranc.:s. Ms. Afexander says , 
the dance is· fkxihle .:nough not. 
to depend on having· all. f~ur 
<lan.:ers at a performance. Ms . 
Wilson-Wirtz's dancJ. a duet for 
herself and Cornell Student Carl 
Thoms.:n, 1s prefaced nad 
accompani.:d hy David 
St ringha111 with~ fl_t1te and tape 
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Book ·Re:vie_w 
By-R. Hood 
Over-Nite Sensation, The Mothers, . Discreet 
Records c/o Warner Brothe1s, Lis.t $S.98. . 
, 
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SCANNING THE SKINS 
By Steve Swartz 
It's that time of y_ear again: the bewitching hour 
was near, shaving cream decorated my car's 
windows, little children could be seen trick or 
treating and · I was off on my annual trek to 
Ithaca's unholy Mecca, the Ithaca Theater. This 
Frank Zappa has described this Mothers' roster as 
the most musically adept yet. He has Jean-Luc 
Ponty (violin)· and Ralph Humphrey (drums) as 
Mothers instead of just Hot Rats. George Duke 
(keyboards, synthesizer); Ian (woodwinds) and 
Ruth (percussion) Underwood, and. Sal Marquez 
(trumpet) have all played with the Mothers before 
now. They are joined by Bruce (bass) and Tom. 
(trombone) Fowler to give the Mothers a 
husband-wife .and a brothers act. This is quite an -
awesome line-up, impressive and talented ·on 
record and in concert. The puzzling aspect · of 
Sensation is that, with Zappa doing vocals, backed 
up by -Sal, Kin Vassy, and especially. Ricky 
Lancelotti, he has written the songs to emphasize 
the lyrics. This gives Lancelotti a chance to use his 
eccentrically spirited v·ocals. that are not 
oppressively sincere or virtuoso.· His voice is weird 
enough to match Zappa's lyrics, yet good enough_ 
to listen to without being presumptuous. 
-year I remeinbered to spray my glasses with an. 
-anti-foJiging product before viewihg the flicks: the 
Throughout history pornography has served a 
useful function as a vicarious pleusure-outlct for 
those so inclined. The porno film. without any real 
story line, has presented people ~ith a 35 mm 
blow-up of their fantasies. But there's more to the 
porno film than it's surface_ as an extravagant 
visuul magazine. True. like Playboy or Playgirl. the 
film offers a prurient. sexist view of what the 
naked primate ·is like: hut. unlike the magatines. 
the majority of porno films have made no 
pretenses at art. But there is a "found art" quality 
about thest' ftlms--Bert0Juc1:1 discovered 11 und 
investigated it 111Last Tango In Paris Till' pornos. 
unintentionally. ure cataloging what to many of us 
is our 111ost pe1su.1s1ve dt•s1re--dL·s1rt's we lel'I will 
never hl' truly realized. The "found art" quality 1, 
also apparent in the porn's ha,e co111111L'nta1y on 
[onliness. Very rJrL'ly do people• kiss L'ad1 othl'r on 
the lips. prolongt'd eye contaL·t 1s nn11-L·x1slL'nt. and 
the words ·[ love you· arL' nevt·r ,pokt·n. Bosses 
Laps 
Tellin' you all the Zomby Troof · 
Here I'm is, the zo·mby Woof 
Not to be misunder~tanding me. I don't think that 
the secondary irhportance of the instrumentals 
makes this a bad album. Zoinby Woof and 
Fifty-Fifty are both fine, · fine; the former 
reminiscent of Cletu~ Awreetus-Awrightus and the 
Big Swifty intro, the latter sparked with solid solos 
by Duke and Ponty. However, I do mean that 
Over-Nite Sensation is itself a secondary Mothers 
album, better than their worst (like the live 
, albums), similar to mediums (lik!!_ Chunga·s 
Revenge), and not as good as their best (like Uncle 
Meat_ or Waka Jawaka). It tastes good bufjust isn't 
filling. 
precaution was unnecessary. '.fhe 'doube feature, 
Bosses' Laps and Busy Bodies, were notably both 
un-steamy. The films were overflowing with grunts 
and growns of agony and ecstasy, _camera work 
executed with the zeal of a latter day Columbus. 
and, if you looked close enough, an enormous 
amount of social comment. 
The Kama Sutra primer scenes aren't worth 
lengthy discussion. Everyone who's ever been to a 
porn knows what they consist of: the inten:ourse 
scenes have becon:i_e so standardiLed that it appears 
the filmmakes are using stock footage through 
much of the piece. The few scenes of dialogue. the 
filmsy story lines, the manner 111 which 
the players approach each 
other, arc fascinating in the extent of their 
impersenality and cruelty. 
The story of Bosses' Laps. as far as 1t went. 
centered around two middle-aged men trying to 
get away for a wiM we'ekend with somL' younger 
women. The..idea is to get away from their insipid 
wives, soap opera addicts both. and impose their 
manhood on some nubile young things. Things 1s 
the key __ word here: everyone in all these films are 
things, possess things, mampufate things. ·n1cse Jre 
not human beings: they arc genitalia and anguish 
and j_oy in ~xtremt.: close up: They play their parh 
across the bed and _exit. They· are pathetic Jnd 
vulnerable and stupid, but. amidst the mechanics 
of their lovemaking, .._they mamfest emotions that 
are real to all of us. , 
Bosses Laps and Bll,y B0dicsa1L·,t u p1d,L·111h;.1rass111g 
f1l111s---forget thL' argument lh,11 lhc•y'rt· v1d1111s ot 
!hell' genre: a waste of ti111L' 1,,1111 a w,htL' ot t1111e. 
But they dn kaVt' ;1 laslln!! L'lllOl1011al 
1111press1on---Jn llllJll'L's,1on lll<ll L' ,taggl'nng and 
long-l,1st111g than lhL' \lilt' prov1d,·d hy lhL' physical 
spl'c·tade ThL·re 1s a profound l,1ck or hu111.rn1ty 111 
tht',e films: ,ind. ,tltlwugh thl'y lw l,11 too 11a1row 
111 ,copl' to com llll'nt on I hat. I hL'll fl.iw ,hould 
not hL' ,wer looked by SL'rIOlh lil111n1akL'1, It's ,l 
shalllL' that pornography, and the 1111<'11sL·ly ,c·11ot" 
PL"1,n11al amt ,0L·1;il p1oh1L-111, lh.11 ollL'll 
ul'L'Olllpany 11. h,1, ht'L'n wnllt'll oll .,, ., p1<1pnly 
of the an11-,0L·1,Il no-tak111, ul th,· flln1 world. 
Bodie, exl11h1ted and 111,1111pula1,·d w11h with 
mechanistic f1en1y, totally dc'Vllid ,11 any rl'al 
k•ellng, 1s an ugly tlung. 
Bosses Laps and Bll,y Bodie, ,11t· ,·1111L·ntly 
playing at the ThL' llhal'a l'hL'atl'I' 
Savoyards. Set Production of G & S's ''Iolanthe'' 
Good news is in store for all. 
music:- lovers and Gilbert and 
Sullivan fans in particular when 
the Cornell Savoyards present 
their fail prodCiction of lola~the, 
or the Peer and . the Peri. The 
show- premieres -Friday evening, 
November 9 in Cornell's Alice 
Statler· Auditorium, with 
additional performances 
Saturday evening, November I 0 
and a special early evening 
performance .Sunday, November 
11 at 7: 15 p.m. The curtain rises 
at 8:15 p.m. for the Friday and 
"Saturday evening performances. 
lri the opening scene, the 
"dainty little fairies" dance on 
and . -convince their queen to 
pardon Iolanthe, who has been 
banished for marrying a mortal 
against. fairy law. After being , 
joyously welcomed back by. her 
sisters, Iolanthe introduces her 
son, Strephpn. Strephon is in 
love· with Phyllis who is-unaware __ 
that lie is ·half a· fairy. Their 
marriage, however _ has· beei1 
forbitlden . by the Lo.rd 
Chan,cellor and the Hquse of 
Peers, her guardians. because of 
their own love fo~ -her and 
Strephon's lowly occupation, an 
'Arcadian shepherd. When Phyllis 
.and the· Pe\!.rS overhear a 
c6riyersation between Strephon 
·a~il,:loianthe, who looks--y<;>Unger 
tllan: her son due to her fairy -.:: 
immortality, they. nat-urally 
miscon~true the situation. 
P~yllis, :grea!~Y ~nge~_d/by _ thf~ = -
''rival," rejects Strephon, and 
· brokenheartedly turns to the 
House of Peers to declare that 
she will marry either Lord 
Tolloller or Lord M0tintararnt, · 
the two richest and r.rnkiest 
Peers. Strephon, refusing to let 
this happen, calls upon the 
fairies for aid. 
The Peers do not take these 
brazen young ladies seriously 
·an-d the Lord Chancellor tells the 
Queen and her brood to leave. 
The furious Queen tells the 
assembled Peers just who they're 
talking to, and announces a 
punishment for their ru!it:ness: 
Strephon 'will ~ntcr Parlia'mcnt 
with the power to put through 
any bills he may wish. The Peer.s' 
pleas for mercy ate in vain, and 
as th:!· ::11rtain- falls they make a 
feeble altcmj'.'l at dct'iance. 
The second ·,1.i;t takes place in 
the palace yard at Westminister. 
By this time, the fairies have 
become much attracted to the 
mortal P~ers. The Queen; 
horrifi~d by this weakness, 
scolos fhem for it, although she 
he~self is strangely attracted to 
Private Willis, the 'palace guard. 
Strephon is reconciled with 
Phyllis when she lcatns. of his 
fairy background, which 
explains all. As t~eir marriage is 
still forbidaen, IQJanthe goes to 
pTe-aa before. 'the Lord 
Chancellor. He, however has 
· decided to marry Fhylli:; hi in self. 
This confusing situation is 
resolved to the ·extreme pleasure 
of all in·a delightful topsy-turvy 
ending, true to the Gilbert and 
Sullivan style. 
Featured in the role of the 
highly susceptible Lord 
C'hancellor is Alfred E. Kahn, 
Dean of the C'olkge of Arts and 
Sciences at Cornell. Opposite 
him 1s the formTdable Queen of 
the Fairies, as portrayed hy 
Carla Schiller, a medieval studies 
major at C'orncll. Playing the 
title role is Beth Kopc.:iensk1, a 
music education major at Ithaca 
College, with Karen. l'hulhps, a 
voice major at LC.doubling the 
role on Saturday evening. (;erald 
Bruce. also an I.C. vo1t.:c maror. 
will appear u, Strephon. the 
romantic lead of douhltul 
parentage. ·Iii!> love, Phyl11\ will 
be depicted hy tv1ar1:1a 
Ragonett1, who will be tcJchin~ 
English at ·Ithaca l11gh School 
thb sprin,g. The two Peer\ 
competing for l'hyll1\' 
;.1ffection,, l~arl of Mountararat 
and Earl Tollolle1 will bc played 
by Dave Wyatt anu Dave lJ~her. 
respel:tively. both puik,\or\ at 
Cornell. Will ('{Joke \viii portray 
the role of Private W1Il1\. the 
palace sentry. ·1 he roles ol ('cha, 
Lc!1la, and Fleta will ·he played 
ny Rohm Gallwey, a Cornell 
theatre major, Pamela Btlik. an 
I.C. English .major,· and Anne 
Porter, a I 'J7J Cornell graduate, 
respectively. 
Dramatic direction 1s provided 
ASIATIC 
hy Nancy Cole. assi,ted by Judy 
lloffstein. with sla!!e managing 
by Steve Moorman. Cho1al and 
orchestral director i~ James I· 
Porterfidd. Jr. Co,111111e, are hy 
Pam llollenheek. with tl!d1n11:al 
direction by S~eve Moorman. S.:t 
design will hL' L'XL'L'lllL'd by Ann 
Woodwa1d 
I 1ckeh tor Iolanthe will bL' llll 
~aka, ol Mond;1y. OctohL"r 2'J .11 
!ht· W11la1d St1a1gh1 Box Off1n·. 
01 may he rc·,L·rwd hy L".11ling till' 
ho, olf1ce .11 25C,-3..J31l. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Sp,cidlizing in 
All· Smo~er's Supplies 
Paper~ound Books 
Pipe Repairs 
·Magazines 
_ Newspapers 
N,kt .To Strt111d Tlleater 
, J18 E. State St. 
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Get Your Bette'Midler Tickets 
While They're HOt ... Please! 
I 
By Bill Henk 
By now, most of you are aware that Bette 
Midler 1~ coming to Ithaca College November the 
ninth. At least you should be. I mean, I hope all 
this publicity hasn't gone completely to waste. 
Realizing that most of the die-hard Bette Midler 
fans out there have already purchased their tickets, 
let me for just one mmute attempt to appeal to 
the rest of you. 1 
Let me attempt to answer the· question: "Why 
should I go to see Bette Midler?". Some of you 
may hate Bette, her music and all that she stands 
for. I mean, let's look at this thing realistically, 
that Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy From Company B 
can get pretty obnoxious after the 100th time you 
hear it. The rest of you are probably indifferent 
and couldn't care either way. And that's fine. 
'Cause I'm probably included in that group. I really 
don't care--er, well, I didn't. Bl.it I've been 
researching Bette quite extensively lately. And I've 
just got to be impressed. You should be getting a 
little .blab sheet that we've thrown together and 
stuffea cautiously into your mailbox within the 
next day or two. After the initial excitement has 
worn off ("Oh Jesus, we got mail!"), you'll find , 
it's all about the Divme Miss M herself. You might 
think we made all that stuff up; all those quotes 
about how fantastic this lady 1s in concert. But 
those things are real--really. They're no put on. 
The reality of the matter 1s that Bette can hit 
you in concert on several fronts. It's not just the 
music. You see, the music is only half of the show. 
Better Midler is an act, an entertainer. The 
emotion she generates, the sexual connotations, 
the incredible stage presence-it's all part of the 
act. This 1s What Time had to say: "The stage 
presence is an exuberantly self-aware parody of 
caitlp nostalgia and vulgarity." Now here's another 
blasto from the pasto ... "You're gonna.like this ·one 
'cuz I shake my tits a lot!" A frank and comic 
performer, Bette raps continu.ously between 
numbers. "I guess you're won.dering. 'Who are , 
those three cocktail waitresses up there with Miss 
M anyway'," she'll say. "They._'re my girl singing 
group, the Harlettes ... they're real sluts." 
"No one works a stage the way Bette Midler 
does. She's all over the place, reaching out 
affectionately, imploring them with· every gesture 
to love her, as she moves around the stage in her 
tacky tight dress with its slit up the side reaching 
all the way up to her thigh. Despite the hokey, 
deliberate sloppiness of the song,Friends, -and the 
schmaltzy sentiment expressed, I'm moved. "The 
big time show business soar of that big voice 
• evokes a sense of deja vu that recalls every great 
performance one has ever seen," says Ed 
McConnack in a February 15, I 973 issue of 
Rolling Stone., 
Bette is really something out of the ordinary; 
·something you just don't get to see every day. 
Already requests fer tickets have come from 
all -over the Northeast-literally. But they're not 
sold out yet. .You can still get tickets. But don't 
wait, because they're a dollar more at the door. 
Bette's one of those rare talents that crosses all 
musical boundaries. Like Simon and Garfunkel 
and a select few others, she attracts a diverse and 
varied audience with only one thing in 
common-the wish to' be entertained. One of the 
best entertainers in the music industry today is 
coming to Ithaca College. The next move is up to 
you. 
Rumor Has It ... · 
By Mike Hunt 
Parents weekend 1s commg 
up, and rumor has 1t that a 
group of I.C. students called the 
Ithaca College Coalition for the 
Disruption of Parent Weekend 
Phillips will be run.. to death or 
· maybe found just tripping along 
the way. This roaming roving 
rumor reporter has but one thing 
to say this week, "Parents 
Beware". 
:. ,; . --- :·· - . ;,-~ - ". ;.·, · ... ~_,... . '', c- . 
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'' . " Ithaca Flicks-
----
. Preview~ 
By Sam Milgrim I . . 
This weekend the °Ithaca Flick is an oldie but 
goodie brought specifically on November 4 for 
parents weekend. The film is a classic, an academy 
award winner and it is called On The Waterfront. 
Directed by Elia Kazan and starring Marlon 
Brando, Karl Malden and Eva Ma.rie Saint it ·is the 
story of a priest who sets out-to samsh the mob on· 
the New York water front. 
Marlon Brando· portrays an inarticulate 
longshoreman who slowly changes his attitude of 
pure self preservation to one of fighting for what 
he believes is right. The film is a masterpiece, the 
acting and 4irecting are superb and it deserves· 
every one of the eight academy awards it received; 
On The·Waterfro.1t wul be presented on Sunday 
November 4 at 7:00 and 9:30 in T102 for $.50. 
Next week November tenth and eleventh, 
the .Ithaca flick will be Slaughterhouse S. l)irected 
by George Roy Hill and starring Michael Sacks, -
Sharon Gans and Holly Near this 1972 Cannes film' 
festival winner is excellent indeed .. Jt is a satirical 
fantacy about the life of one man, one Billy 
Pilgrim, who becomes unglued in time. The film 
takes us from war time Dresden to Philadelphia far 
in the future, and many places in between. Hill's 
directing coupled with Kurt Vonnegut Jr's novel 
(from which the film is adapted), makes fantastic 
and very pleasurable viewing. 
Slaughterhouse 5 will be presented on 
November 10 and 11 at 7:00 and 9:30 in TI02 for 
$.75. 
December brings one of the best films lineups of 
the year to the Ithaca Flicks. The month starts out 
with Charly on Dec. I and 2. This excellent and 
very moving film starring Cliff Robertson and 
Claire Bloom is the story of a mentally retarded 
man of 30 who psychologically is a mere 6 years 
old. He is found by a doctor and taken to a clinic 
to-be "cured" through an operation and is "cured" 
only to find that it will be a short lived cure. 
Charly is 6ne of the most praised films in recent 
years and it deserves all that it has gotten. It will be 
presented on Dec. I and-2 at 7:00 and 9:30 in 
Tl02 for $.75. 
Also coming up in December, Patton and 
Sometimes a Great Notion but, more on them 
next week. 
( here after refered to as the 
l.C.C.F.T.0.0.1'.) is ready for 
them. Mike Hunt, rumor 
reporter, ha vi n g tired of 
administrators. was showing a 
pretty co..:d th..: Ithaca' Swan 
from tne lop ol the water tower 
(1! wa, 4 . .:10 /\Ml. when/ he 
4u1<.:kly <.:ame upon the dastardly 
plot. Apparently reportl'r Hunt 
deduced thJl the top o1 the 
water town 1~ the !,e<.:ret meetTng 
place ol lht· l.C.C I' ·1 .D.0 I' 
~1111ply bet·;1uw he tound the 
,t·net !apt', ol thL' organ11.Jt1011 
111 a metal box Upon acquinng a 
tape rt'corder al a later timl'. 
Hunt h~tt·.nl'<l to the tape, which 
..:ontamed the ~L'<.:rL'l p!Jns of !ht· 
The coalition will go to any 
length necessary to accomplish 
their ends. Among other things 
the plans call for the towing. 
away and eventual resale of all 
parents' cars, with the exception 
of those which are not Cadillacs 
(preliminary estimates state that 
all but S or 6 cars will be 
towed). They also call for the 
tlattenmg of all tires of _any car 
parked m a reserved space 
without the authorization of the 
Housing Staff. The next part of 
the plan is dastardly mdeed. It 
calls for the full scale camouflage 
of Saga t'ood m order to make 11 
appet1s111g enough so that the 
rents may wish to partake of 1t 
Upon contracting tumane 
po1~onmg and/or various other 
,tomach disorders. tht'Y will he 
rushed lo the llealth Center 
Once arriving there they will be· 
acquainted to lht' fact that a five 
minute w,11! tor medical 
SIRLOIN CWB STEAi 
..:oaht1011. 
The plans ,1 re met 1..:ulously 
thought out .111<l of diahoheal 
pro'port1n11, I hey art· p1111te<l 
here !or the: bt'n.:f1t l>f poor 
attention Jt the IC. Health '.-.. ,,.'. ____ ,__,,· 
('enter can ht· easily stretched 'e l 
llll! to ~IX hour~ The Imai pa~! -----------------------~-, .Jp~cia lll Ille plan I~ the most danng of T 
all. It <.:alb !or the placmg of a GIANT CLUB 511:AK s· hNo~'4'\C~ ,oa $ z 
ce1tJ1n ".:ontrulle<l substance-·· IIU\_ f\\l 'W \\ •. Z-,_,,..,5 ll 11 S lb p L' C ( I 11 g 
parenh thcie,11ter 1ef<:rrt·d to JS ·111 l're,1dent l'hill1ps' coffee 
rc·nts l. Thl'\ ..:all tor the helore 111, mornmg jog. It 1~ 1 af! #Ji. • and mnocent 
break<lll\Vll ,i the• ba~IC tamdy prnl lt"led that any parents ~.,," 1/.!!I co~&;" AVE". 
,trul'lui·e. by subversive means <.:hoosittg to jog with President '-'A lit, ....,, _ _ ...... _ .. _... _ 
«««<«««c:««««««c:cc:cc««cccccccccccccccccc«cccc:cccc:cc«c · 
ijt>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>~>->>>>>>>>>>>>>~>~>~~>>>~>>>>>>>1-1 · 
j·ft T H E ·o U G O U I\ -- ~~'-:!a *** . . · .. ·.. . *** !I: 
= ~c:c:c:cccccc.i:c:cccc:ccccc:Ccc:.C.cccccccccc<ccccccc<CCcC:cJI ~ 
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This SatQ.rday after the C.Yi_. :Post. ga~e 
a free keg of beer 
·1-· 
, I 
.. :-: ~-- ... ~- ~,. ... .- ' .... 
· .. · 
Anyone with knowledge about V&keg 
stolen from 2nd floor, Dorm 2 please 
contact :CIYde or Bob, x3516 or 
272•9676. Thanks,_· otherwise It wlll 
-cost us $35.00. 
Michael--
Happy Annlversa,y. 
I love you-
CrJtts 
Link-
The ''Squad" lives forever. 
We love you-
Pete and Julie 
Joel-
Thank you for Just being you. 
Dear Ma and. Dad, 
Always, 
L&~ 
Glad you could make It this 
weekend, 
Third Floor Talcott• 
Love ya-
P.c.i;,. 
Glrls: Happy Hallaween-1 know 
we're all out to put a spell on 
someone. 
Carol-
What a great meal.· t-owe you one 
on Long Island sometime. Thanks. 
Lisa 
B.B.S.-
Vou•re more than a great friend:. 
Thanks • for your understanding, 
advice, and laughter. 
Love, 
G.P. 
If you're not the type for tapping 
and pecklftg till -wee hours, call 
272-1365. Ask for Wendy. She'll do 
the typing for you. 
Fingers exhausted? Call Wendy at 
272-1365 for terrific typing. 
(Spelling corrections are free! I) 
Come now. Wouldn't you rather be 
doing something else? Wendy will 
type It for you. Call 272-1365. 
Free thyself from the shackles of 
your typewriter. Wendy can type It 
for you if you'll call 272-1365. -
SALESMAN NEEDED: Male or 
female to sell subs on 1.c. Campus: 
Work 1 to 2 hrs. on nights of your 
choice. Good pay and fringe 
benefits-Call Bob x793. 
sue z-
dearest dingbat-what Is It that 
causes attraction between .2 people? 
Someone equated love with age and 
found a formu1a-after1ove is a 
1
'
1 
reflection of inner lights only you 
can turn on-. I love you muchly. · 
' Allen 
Fri.· Nov. 9th 18 
Fri; Nov. 9th 8: 15 pm 
Sat. Nov. 10th 7 &9 P"! 
Sun. Nov. 11th 8:15 pm 
tickets on sale at: 
m ayers smoke sh op 
midtown records 
cornell dance office 
(9 to noon) 
$'2 
.only 75 seats per per[.orma_nce _ 
_ .:Quideto 
:.~··-·. ·'rt; 
tll~~- - . - . Sandwiches· 
. . ·~ . ' ' ...... , .. , ··: ' ..,. .. -
.-- and ;.ia,.,. --A~-N,l&N1S. ' 
ID ,tr, HAL~ ,Pl!LICA1'1SH .. 
. r,~&IIOfflt 
.. ,.--,,__ ...... 
11,._, _V.,.k Wt$0 
M>•r~-176,., . 
.. _ ..... · .. 
•. :. ,J ',,, .. 
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; ELMIRA PRODUCTION DO YOU FEAR THE UNKNOWN? ·~ 
America Hurrah;_·by Jean-Claude vao" ltallie will be presented at 
Elmira College, Emerson Auditorium, November.l,2", and 3 at 8:30 
PM. General Admission is $ l .50, with _High School Students 
admission is set ai: $.50. Call for reservations starting Monday Oct. 
29. The number is 732-9465 from 3 to 5 PM and 732-6643 from 6 
Man's fear of the supernatural, and the unknown has frequently 
been a source of terror. W.ICB's "Probe" exal!lines the mysteries of 
witchcraft and satanism on "Reaction to Fear-AU About Devils" 
this Sunday morning at I 0:30. Host Marty Nott will talk with Ithaca 
College Catholic Chaplin Phillip Loi and student guests on WICB to 9 PM. . AM/FM~ 
·-----~-----~--------------------------------
1 2 3 
15 
17 
19 
23 
27 
30 
33 
46 
50 
54 
58 
60 
(argurn · crossw~rd 
10 11 12 
Targum CW73-18 
ACROSS 
Cattle-breeding 
Nation 
9 Snare 
15 South American boa. 
16 Catholic nine days' 
devotion 
17 Type of rifle 
18 Conrnercia l 
19 Here: Fr. 
20 Deliberates over 
22 Eastern daylight 
time (abbr.) 
23 Wa'l ly Cleaver's 
best friend 
25 Rescue 
26 Scoff at 
27 Pigeon---
28 Card game 
30 0~ an ocean voyage 
32 Fights with an 
epee 
33 Beatles song 
35 Article of personal 
property 
39 Scatter (old 
shortened fonn) 
41 Mr. Greene 
47 Debauchee 
49 -- year itch 
50 Pen point 
51 Type of vegetable 
53 Tavern 
54 Widmark movie or 
insect trap 
56 "Moonlight --" 
58 A crystalline 
alcohol 
59 Comes .forth 
60 Redecorated 
61 Accumulations near 
the shore 
DOWN 
12 Free from sin 
13 Wreath for the head 
14 Contemptibly small 
or worthless 
21 Show plainly 
24 Epistemological 
visionaries 
26 "Bet you can't 
eat-" 
29 Non-imaginary 
number 
31 Adenosine tri-
phosphates (abbr.) 
32 Great wannth of 
emotion 
34 That can be endured 
36 La - (opera) 
Of the visitation 37 Bring into being 
rules in a donn 38 Meat quality 
2 Short, amusil:ig tale 40 "The Cat in the Hat" 
3 Most speedy and "The Grinch Who 
4 High card Staie Christmas" 
5 Act crazy 42 Famous reindeer 
6 Archaic preposition 43 Brooks Robinson, e.g. 
7 Arabian seaport and 44 Arrested 
adjoining gulf ,48 A purgative 
8 Di stance 49 Pay out money 
9 Position oneself 51 Mexican slave 
• defensively 52 Country south of 
42 "-- your money, 
invest it" 
'll>lO Words to accompany the Caspian 
45 'Hindu spirit 
46 Turkish river 
neithers 55 Wartime Medical 
11 Tennessee power Officer (abbr.) 
comp! ex 57 Catch 
answer on page nine 
Introducing~ Boston Sombrero. 
·The an&-establishment coffee break. 
There's nothing_ nine to five about Sombrero. 
Because Sombrero is anythiQg but a doughnut's sidekick. 
It's the incredibly. delicious cocktail o( milk and 
coffee flavored brandy (flavored with no less than four 
varieties of imported coffee). Just :pour Sombrero 
chilled and wake· up your bored, neglected tastebuds. 
Wake up your-sense of humor. And tuck away the 
establishment ... at least until tomorrow .. 
Sombrero. Just one of the 128 fine liquors from 
Old J\tr. Boston. 
~-~---· 
·,·; 
' ., 
f .. J: · 
~;;ul:_ _____ ~-
Win big prizes!· Be famous! 
Enter t-he Schaefer 
Knight& Dragon 
write-your-own-
punchl i ne contest. 
Hey, Kids! You've got 51 chances to win! 
- $25.00 cash First Prize, plus 
- 50 snazzy and alluring Schaefer Knight 
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·He1p! 
Save··us 
from 
hack writers!. 
. fj/J . . & Dragon T-shirts to the next 5~ runners-up. 
~ .. ~filI!)Je);J3j(~Jl);JC)-
.D, 
ONCE A KNIGHT FELT COMPELLED 
TO GET IT ON AND TELL IT LIKE IT 
15 SO HE COULD GET HIS HEAD 
STRAIGHT AND PUT DOWN ANY 
BAD VIBES THAT MIGHT BE GOING 
DOWN BETWEEN HIMSELF AND 
HIS ROOMMATE, A DRAGON. 
AND HE DID SAY: "LOOK, MAN, 
YOU OWE ME SEVERAL CARLOADS 
OF SCHAEFER BEER AND IT'S 
ABOUT TIME YOU DID SOMETHING 
!=OR ME. IF YOU GET ME A DATE, 
I'LL FORGET ABOUT THE BEER." 
Af.10 THE KNIGHT. IN PREPARATION 
FOR HIS"RENDEZ-voustz) DID GROOM 
HIMSELF MOST FASTIDIO,µSL:Y AND DID 
PUT ON ICE .PLENTY OF .SCHAEFER 
BEER, LONG KNOWN TO BE THE 
PERFECT ELllCIR FOR "TRYSTING*(3) 
BECAUSE IT HAS FLAVOR THAT 
COMES ON BRIGHT & CRISP, EVEN 
AS EVENTIDE FADES TO MORN • 
AND THE DRAGON DID AGREE AND 
DID REPAIR TO THE PHONE SOOTH 
OF THE LOCAL TAVERN WHERE 
THE NAMES OF-SEVERAL WILLING 
MAIDENS WERE LISTED. BU-T 
ALAS, HE MET WITH LITTLE 
SUCCESS FOR THE KNIGHT WAS 
KNOWN BY ONE' AND ALL TO BE, 
IN THE PARLANCE OF THE 
UNIVERSITAS, AN ''ltJNYSKAY 
EEPCRAY.w(I) 
!? BLAME /TON THE 80SSA NOVA ,V 
J' BLUE TAIL FLYff SORRENTDOO 
AS HAWAII GOES.SO GOES THE 
NATION ... BECAUSE IT HAS 
HAIR UNDER ITS WINGS ... SO 
HE DECIDEDTO KEEPTI-IE DOG. 
AND SO Hf. DID BEGIN TO ENTERTAIN 
THE MAID IIJ HIS CHAMBERS. HE DID 
COURT HER WITHuTHE BEST IN FOLK 
MUSIC,n•BIG HITS 9F THE FORTIES,u 
AND THEN DID REGALE HER WITH 
HIS POLITICAL WISDOM. 
BUT, NOT WILLING lO -FE>RFEIT 
-THE CHAtJCE TO ERADICATE HIS 
DEBILITATING DEBT, THE DRAGON 
DID REPAIR TO THE CAMPUS 
NOVEL TY SHOP. 
SO DR.CASEY DECIO.ES TO RUN A~ 
ANGIOGRAM ON DR.:ZORBA BECAUSE 
THE OLD GUY TRIEDTO DO ATATIDO 
TRANSPLANT ON A RETIRED 
SAILOR WHICH ISA DEFINITE 
VIOLATION OF THE HIPFOCRATIC 
OATH. HOW OOYA LI KE THE METS.? 
WHERE HE DID ACQUIRE A 
SUITABLE MATCH FOR ONE SO 
GIFTED AS THE KNIGHT. 
~ndto:·S~r~t.P0Box2934. - -I Grand Central Station. New York, New Y~rk 10017 I 
Name___________ I 
J Address________ J 
I School __ ---C-____ -=-- f 
I T-Shirt Size S M L Xl · _ I 
,' .~1'~:..,' 
, - ,,"'1"' I 
,/. 
UNDAUNTED ~~ WENT ON TO RECITE I 
"GREAT MOMENTS IN MEDICINE· A~D I 
WHTSPERED -SWEET NOTHINGS. 
WHEN~E HE DID MAKE HIS MOVE. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-I 
--
--
Proving once again that: 
I 
I 
J 
-1 
,, 
. I -
I ·All entries must be pos~marked no-later than ·. :· ~~]' 
November_ 17. 1973. Ent_ries will be judged solely -I on the·bas1s of humorous content and will be- pub- · · · . 
.,_ 1NHYSKA'/ fEPCllAY: (~IG LATIN) NOT SOCIALLY DESIRABLE. 2. RENPEZ-VOU5: (FR.) THE SIMULTANEOUS CONJUNCTION OF TWO SU8JEC15 
AT 'IME SAME POINT IN TIME-roll. 3. TRYSTIIIG: (OE) THEGEtrlNG OF IT ON, 
I • 
lished at the discretion of ffie judges. You must be · I 
I !~~;~! 18 years old to enter. Contest void'where · · _ 
~1b1ted. . . : 
.......-_- .......... ~ ............... 
. ·. - ... -.... 
,.', .' 
L •_i., ~- ... ' ,,:. .,-.._~'•• ..... "• • ~·' .•:: •" ,- ~ • '_,7: ' .-~;, 
T.V. REVIEW 
O.LLO.UT R -
·RATES LAUGHS 
By Rick Bernstein 
The creators and writers of~· A •s•H• Larry 
elbart and Gene Reynolds, are trying to cash in 
on their success with a new show, Roll Out. The 
format of the new show, continuing with the idea 
of a non-violent war situation, deals with the 
people in a transport unit, in France during WW 2. 
Stu Gilliam, plays the part of Sweet, a double 
dealing liar who is totally lovable in his own way. 
Sweet also provides the majority of the humor in 
the form of fast comebacks to his constant 
companion and straight man Jed, played 
competently by. Hilly Hicks. Both do well with the 
ate.rial, but in comparison with M*A*S*H Alan 
Alda and Wayne Rogers outshine their 
counterpa1Js. " 
The first episode dealt with their meaner than 
mean Sergeant BJ., .portrayed by Mel Stewart. 
r 1 [Is past credits include being Archie Bunker's 
equally bigoted but black, next door neighbor, Mr. 
Jefferson.) 
The plot of .the story concerned sergeant B.J .'s 
acting more irrasible than normal. The problem: 
he needs a thousand dollars for an 'operation his 
mcce desperately needs. Sweet and Jed try to raise 
the money, because they are bearing the brunt of 
the sergeant's unusual meaner than meanness. No 
go, Joe. He .isn't exactly ~r. Popularity on the 
b~se, especially in his present state. 
The only way they can get the money is by 
fixing the company pool (which just happens to 
have a thousand dollars m it) on what time the 
first truck will come back to camp from transport 
duty. Of course there's a happy ending with the 
~ergeant winning the money and returnmg to his 
normal level of meanness. 
Other regulars include Val Bisoglio, who plays 
Captain Cavelli, an ltaliall" who pastes a picture of 
El Duce on his dart hoard. because he's such a 
disgrace to th~ Italian people. 
The part of an eager-beaver-college-
g rad u ate - everything- in- triplicate 
lieutenant 1s interprated by Ed Begley Jr., the son 
of the oscar winning actor., He has been seen 
several times as the guest in trouble on Room 222. 
The cast is excellant. The only flaw is the 
material. The one-liners are fast and furious, but 
the overall plots are bogged down in establishing 
the new characters which is a requisite for any new 
show and especially a comedy. If they can get past 
this soon and move on to bigger and better plots, I 
predict nothing but success for RoU Out. 
• 
HANDY, UNCLE ANDY 
Bunking Beds 
By Uncle Andy · 
Many students come to me and they ask this 
same question, "Handy, what can I do to get more 
space1 in my dorm room?" I usually tell them that 
there are numerous ways and they are limited only 
by their imaginations. But I always recommend 
the standard method, bunk the beds. 
I have made plans for what I considered the best 
way to bunk beds. I feel there are several 
advantages for doing it this way. It is possibly one 
of the sturdie.st ways of doing it and requires very. 
little assembling skill. Also the bottom bed: can 1 
slide out. This makes it easier to change sheets and 
also the bed can be removed permanently; 
permitting the bunk bed to be used as a loft with a 
desk or chair underneath it. 
The construction calls for the use of two by 
fours for most of it, with one by fours used as 
some of the braces. I personally recommend the 
use of screws or carriage bolts to fasten it together. 
Nails would not insure that it wouldn't rock back 
and forth excessively, while large wood screws 
would. Carriage-bolts would make it almost as 
sturdy as screws and they enable the bed to be 
disassembled and stored easily. This is handy if it 
is planned to be used more than one year. 
Most of the sawing done is not cntical. Ends 
don't have to be sguare or straight. Although -the 
braces have to be cut straight and preferrably atJJ 
forty five degree angle. If once built the bed rocks 
too much, commercial braces could be fastened to 
alleviate it. Get the materials listed below and 
assemble according to the diagrams. 
If you have any problems constructing the bed 
or have any comments or ideas write to me: 
"Handy" Uncle Andy 
c/o The Ithacan basement Dorm 6 
Quant. 
4 
4 
2 
2 
4 
4 
MATERIALS NEEDED 
Size 
2"x4"x4½' 
2"x4"x36¾" 
2"x4"x6½' 
2"x4"x4' 
I "x4"x3' 
large nails 
upright legs 
horizonal pieces 
horizonal pieces 
side braces 
front and back braces 
to hold top bed in place 
screws or carriage bolts 
you cam:, 
"<.• '\ __ • ,t ;.· 
.. I'.·: .. ~. .. .. ·: , .. ; .· :.,,,_·,-
• ·- •• ·.i ...... t ~·· - ~ • • .. ,' • \.JI-
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SPORTS 
Bombers Beat-en 20-16, 
Ithaca College lost a game and 
still another Quarterback last 
Saturday. The loss was to the 
University of Bridgeport before 
a _ huge enemy homecoming 
crowd. The quarterback injury 
was the fourth for the lthacans 
since the season began. Leading 
rusher Tom Bryant was also 
injured early in the first period_ 
The final score was 20-1 6. 
"They completely outclassed 
Bridgeport," commented Sports 
Information Director - Jim 
Erikson. "This was the most 
inspiring and courageous game 
we played (this season)." 
1 thaca had a chance to grab an 
early lead, following the opening 
kick off. They drove down to 
the Bridgeport 8, but were 
unable to go any further as a 
Frank Caufield pass was 
deflected into the hands of a 
waiting Bridgeport lineman. The 
Knights were stalled in their 
ensuing offensive senes and 
puntetl away. Bill Bryant made 
amends for the previou~ JC drive 
by hauling the punt and 
rambling past three ruslung 
Bridgep_ort i:letenders en route to 
a 6 I-yard TD run. Alan llowell 
booted the extra point anti IC 
lt:tl 7-0. 
Early in the second period, 
the lthacans attempted to close 
the gap with a Scott Billings 
field goaL The kick from 53 
vards out fell just short. 
Bridgeport then drove 70 yards 
to the IC ten before an Ithaca 
defensive lineman stole the ball 
from fullback Vince DeTore at 
the line of scrimmage. 
Howell kicked the PAT making · 
it 14-all at the half. -
Ithaca attempted to put the 
game away in the 4th period. 
Leading 16-14, the lthacans 
recovered a Bridgeport fumble at 
th~ enemy 34, but '. the 
opportunity was destroyed when 
an l.C. pass was intercepted 
inside the 20. Unfortunately, 
Bridgeport took advantage of 
one last Bomber turnover_ The 
Knights recovered a punt return 
fumble on our 17, then marched 
I 7 yards in 7 plays with 
Giaquinto scoring from the one. 
Bidgeport 20, lth'aca 16_ Five 
minutes remained, but so did the 
score, as Bucci led the offense 
downfield in one last ditch 
effort, only to see his ·final pass 
of the day intercepted. 
"We could have won," 1 he 
remarked, "we outplayed them. 
The physical contact was superb. 
Our defense had its best game of 
the year." 
Ithaca, now 4-3, hosts C.W. 
Post this· Saturday. Post comes 
into the game with a 6-1 record 
mcluding last week's 16~ I 5 wirt 
over Drexil. It promises to be a 
hard-hitting game. 
··The accent is on color.11 
Sapphires or Rubies or Emeralds in 
combination with diamonds-
See the latest at 
· Pollen's ,lewe/ers 
188 Pleasant Grove Rd. 
Open Tues. thru Saturday 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Evenings by appointment 
257-2363 
C<>Df)I NGT<)N HESTAURA.NT 
Sen•i11~ Di1111er From 5-9 pm daily 
l 'los.:tl Suntl.iy 
CODOINGl'ON <:ARJIY-OllT 
h'ithi11 Walki11~ Distance Of' The Campus 
SEHVING PIZZA. SUB~. 1\/'iD 
TAKE-OUT UINNERS 
I 24 CODDINGTON ROAD 
418 Bddy Str.-
Handcrafted Leather: 'Handbags ($12.99-$24.99), 
Skinnv Belts ($1.99-$4.99). 
HOURS: 10AM-6PM 
MOT',.-SAT 
Watchbands And Wristbands 
Wide Belts, Key Rings, 
Barettes, Wallets. et~. 
Copper Enamel Jewelry 
·Macro.me-Paintings 
Open Friday Nights 'til 9 P.M. 
-\t~Oni.!9;Jol!W8'!1 '· 
/1/tiJtDJ!;.&Green B 
.. ~MJ.r.d-JJa,.eJewelers' ' ,, 
' \.A t1e1::i 91&1ed clots. 1:44 &Stale Stu!et•c.A~~/8/0• 
1111an, N.- Ya 1r~ 
. · ffHA~A 'S IX~l.ftlr6 
A_ll'IHOIIIZDl•U.SMIIIMAUII 
_1 .... rt Watcla.Jewelr• 8epalwl ... 
-••111~nU....tlPI•••••-· ,_ 
- ,,,,,,. __ .... ~"Ir .. -.•:,_.. • • ., .......... , .. - ··-:.·"' ... -
. -
MIA-A News 
Rosters are available in the 
MIAA office for the MIAA's 
first run addition of a· - new 
Co-Rec lnnertube Water Polo 
league. The organizational 
meeting will be today Nov. 1 at 
_7:00 in room P-5. A minimum 
. of no less than five women anct 
. seven men _and a maximum of 
fifteen mixed will be able to 
participate on the individual 
teams. The roster deadline is set 
for today. League play will begin 
on Nov. 6. All games are 
scheduled on Tues. thru Thurs. 
nights from 6-9 PM. 
< 
EI.ECTION '73 BRINGS FAST.-RESULTS - •-
WICB's "Election '73" will pro~ide area voters with live continuous 
Election Night coverage starting at 9 :00 PM Tuesday evening, 
-No_vember Sixth. Scott Slocum and Patricia 'Gangi · will ancnor-
i'Election '73" which includes repo'rts from local party h-eadquarters, 
The Ithaca Journal, and other sources. Results on all Ithaca ·city 
elections plus contests in townships in Tompkins County will be 
filed as they become available. Reports from locations across New 
York State will center on reaction to the State Transportation Bond 
Issue and the race for the Chief .Judgeship on the Court of Appeals. 
WICB will 'also report on the gubernatorial races in New Jersey-and 
Virgini~." After Midnight, "Election '73" will feature a roundl:able 
discussion analyzing the results of the !ocal Ithaca city races. · 
-MELECH 
Ilea, .. 
. ,,t;m£1HI CIC)1H11 ca~ .. 
.·.. ' 
cmi UNDaGaouND . 
. '. SPQ1isw1AR ouur i 
_ . geared to the studenu' pocketbook 
down t~· stain- COSENTINI'S -130 E;· State 
VAUIIU 
flllCIFT 
WffllllCI 
PIii OF 1IIIS . 
"'--.. .. 
-,. 
Football -~t~din~ 
~uperfecta 
ALS 
DK 
Comers 
JO:O 
10-1 
8·3. 
- 8-3 
Play-offs 
.... \ 
ALS defeated . Su perfecta in 
~vertime on the varsity football 
field . last Thurs.. The _game 
'ended regulation play in a 
scoreless tie. ALS won 
according to MIAA touch 
football rules by gaining the 
most yardage ll! the following 
overt1mee period. 
SOCCER 
By Patty Berger and Helen Chene 
Til.e- Ithaca College soccer 
team,- after losing 3 of their last 
4 games, defeated R.P.1. 
Saturday 3-1 and upset R.1.T. 
2-0. Their record so far this 
s·eason is 6-3-2. 
R.P.1. has only scored one 
goal in every game they've 
-played this season and Saturday 
they seemed to live-up to their 
record. R.P.1. scored their first 
and only goal within ten minutes · 
of play, making the· score 1-0.' 
Ithaca quickly tied the game 
with a goal by R. Demont, 
assisted by Andy Mason. Shortly 
before the end of their first half, 
the Bombers scored a second 
goal to make the score 2-1. The 
goal was made by Andy Mason 
and· was assisted. by Abby 
Almuhailan.· To insure a.vii:!c;>ry, 
Bob ·Keill scored a third goal 
mRlway through the second half. 
Veteran· f-ullback Dave 
Kleinfelder returned to play · 
__ after sitting out the last 3 games 
as a result of an injury. 
IC hosted R.I.T. on Allen 
Field Wednesday for their last 
home game. The Bombers 
def~ated R.I.T. T-0. Ithaca had. 
· ·co~trol of the ball during the : 
whole l <Jme. IC outshot R ·I T 
2 9-1 3, •vith veteran~ s·c~tt 
Hamiltc · '"'· .e Kleinfelder 
returning to the starting line. 
- There was no score durfog the 
first half even though the ball 
basically remained in Ithaca's 
o ffen_sive territory. After 9 
minutes of play. in the second 
half, Abby Almuhailan scored · 
the first goal of - the game 
assisted by John Bleh. Th~ 
second goal was' scored by Bob 
Keil! with 38: 14 gone in the 
second half. , 
IC will travel to Oswego this 
Tuesday for the final game of 
the season. The- team feels 
confident 'that they will have 
little trouble bringing in their 
.final victory of the season. 
; .• f',. 
.. ~.-r "--~·,...,.;"sj._1 
, .. 
' ' . . ', 
... ·~ . ...: ~"'!~" ~,.""':;iy _ ...... n~ .. 'r;-:.4:{fJ ... ,"~f ~ · 
Lady·. Sticksters 
· Ente·r, Finals 
· passing, hard shots, and strong 
s tickwork. Co-captain Nancy 
By'A,J. Buttler led her teammates to 
victory by scoring fo~r·. goals. -
The Lady Ithacans of .the Inners Tina Klecha and Janice 
hockey field travelled to Kirkpatrick each. contributed 
Cortland .last Friday and two goals to._ Ithaca's winning 
Saturday for th~ New York effort. Statistically, 'Ithaca had 
State Field Hockey Tournament. t w el nft y-f our shots on 
Ithaca played splendidly on goa - ourteen more than 
c d d d d t th . -Brockport. On short corners, rr1 ay an a vance o e . 
- d ft f" 1 where Ithaca has led their sarur ay a ernoon mas. 1 s d b th - d opponen.b all season, the Lady 
· purre 0 ~ Y . e_ crow • Ithacar, gained S<!Venteen in 
excellent playmg cond1t10ns, and t th · t' 
d t . . h c .... panson o e1r opponen s tremen ous earn spmt, t e · I h , d f 
L d Ith d I. h d e15ht. t aca s e ense was a y acans emo 1s e d d · k 
C I t . 8 2 · th · f" f strong an prevente any qmc o ga e - m eu 1rst game o 
1 t C • t f d breakaways by Brockport, who t 1e ourney · en er· orwar could muster but one goal. 
:,Janey Buttler scored three goals Th t · t · t th h · · J • · K · k . ese wo vie ones se e 
in t_ I~ wm._ amce . u patnck, a stage for Saturday afternoon's 
semor playmg her last games for f" 1 h" h ·tt d Ith · t h . d · . h ma , .w 1c p1 e aca agams Ithaca, c 1ppe m wit three C ti d St t B t th 
tallies. Co-captain Sarah or ~n . a e. e ween e_ 
Montgomery added a goal .for combmatlon of the forty degree 
Ithaca and was matched by weather, hundreds of spectators, 
Junior wing Sally Scatton, who and an unusual amount of 
continued her strong play. pressu~e, both teams :o_se to thP. 
s t a t is tic a 11 y , Ithaca occ_~ss1on and exh1b1ted the 
outdistanced Colgate in every ~~and 
1 
t h~ckey k that ?e 
department. The Lady lthacans mger a es reg1o_n 1s nown or. 
had sixteen short corners as Ithaca dre-.y first blood when 
compared to Colgate's six, while center torward Nancy Buttler 
they also m·ade thirty-four shots scored with less than five 
on goal in_ opposition to minutes gone from the game. 
Colgate's nine. Goalie Marj Jones This goal held up throughout the 
made nine saves, while the entire first· half. Realizing that 
Colgate goalie made none. they had to get back into the 
To reach the _ finals, Ithaca game, Cortland scored at the 
victimized Brockport State, 8-1. opening of the second...half as 
The Lady ·'lthacans outran, their entire offense rushed goalie 
outplayed, and outclassed Marj Jones. 
Broe;kport with their pinpoint challenge 
( t'h~ ·. iron· --shop~-
- DOWNTOWN· 
UNUSUAL GIFTS • FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
FURNITURE 
'.'YOUR PROTECTION - OU'R PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
Roln·n S. Boot hro~~cl ·-- Class of ':!4' 
Rohnt I.. Boothroyd -- flassof'6(J' 
. . 
I lc:nry ( ;, Kq·st·r ----- Class of 'S:!' 
\\"iHia.-n Flyn 
------- C.L.U. 
ROBERT'S. BOOTHROYD 
·. ! 
AGENCY, IN.C. 
INSURANCE 
-: ,, 
"~e Welc<>mt' Yo.11r_ l11q_i1iry," 
.111 East Se11eca. /tJ,aca. N. Y.· 
COOK~AUNllffl 
· -·mva 
·-·-·:···· 
,· 
. . 
. ,. 
,.-~t ··. 
-:/~·.... . -
.. ~ 
· .. _ . . 
*INDIVIDUAL & GROUP.TRAVEL 
... . ·\~.·. - . 
~EXC1.:~~£·A~E~ fOR S.fl~F .A.: .. 
*INTRA-"EUROIEAN FUGHTS cl TOURS 
• .,. - .... - I 
- . -..r.:..,.,• .... - ·_: 
'': 2-7·~3873_ 
'• . ·- ..... -
-r.·-- ,~ . '~ ' . . 
· .. -· 
•. 
·. :·, . 
' 
. . ~- ... ~ -.... 
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scored their second goal. Sally 
Scatton tied the game. at 2-2 
when she put pne in from the 
side of the goal. F·ine defensive 
play ' was exhibited by both 
teams until Cortland State broke 
through for their third and 
winning goal. The final score was 
3-2. 
Women Go Undefeated· 
- . 
' , Seniors Nancy Butler, Sarah 
M o n t go mer y , J a.n i,c e 
Kirkpatrick, Cabby Bloss, Terry 
Palmer, Pat Fabozzi, and Bonnie 
Bur gd or( represented Ithaca 
magnificently as they closeo 
their hockey careers. Juniors 
Sally Scatton, Liz Price, and 
Marj Jones played their 
unusually strong games for 
Ithaca throughout the entire 
tournament. Sophomore Colleen 
Murphy and freshmen Tina 
Klecha and Sherry Jack earned 
on Ithaca's winning tradition as 
they maae iml'neasureable 
contributions. 
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By A.J. 
Last Wednesday the 1973 
Ithaca College • Womens Tennis 
Team travelled northward to 
Colgate, where they posted a 7-0 
shutout to complete their season 
undefeated with a 9-0 record. 
This was indeed a red-letter day 
for coach Iris Carnell and her 
Lady Ithacans. Ithaca literally 
., blew their opponents off the 
court. as evidenced hy the 
following scores. 
In ~, '.!le~ competition. senior 
Pam Hames, playmg 11 her last 
match for Ithaca. ~at S. 
Brooks, 6-3, 6-2. Debbie 
Grunwald, who usually plays 
with Pam as the number one 
doubles team, smashed G. Kraus, 
7-5, 6-2. Freshman Marna 
0 
C: 
.. 
-• 
• ID 
dii" 
• :I 
... 
-· C, 
U) 
... 
-c 
0 
1:-
:a: 
• C 
CD 
0 
-. . I 
Holmes, continumg Ithaca's 
winning tradition, beat K. 
Ridinger, 7-5, 6-0. Joan Reydel 
continued her wmning ways by 
~emolishing C. Peacock, 6-1, 
6- I . Mary Beth Scavullovs 
notched Ithaca ·s fifth singles 
point by trouncing R Bertomen, 
6-4. 6-4. 
In doubles competition, the 
ever winning team of Sally and 
Sue Williams demolished M. Rae 
and P. Swerz, as evidenced hy 
the 6-2, · 6-1 final scores. 
Comhmmg their strength. skill. 
speed. and spmt. senwr~ -Barb 
Schlo~ser and Kare11 Horn bo,tel 
wh1pp<!d S. Dickhaus and S 
Van~ant. <i-3. c,-1. to guara• ·t: 
lthaL·,1 J shutout and Jll 
undeleated season. 
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-The Sno,vball Cocktail: 
Gin and tonic over lemon Cranben-y 
sherbet $1. 75 
The Merry Merry: 
A holly green lime 
and a stalk of celery in a 
bloody mary $1. 75 
A Light Christmas: Chopped chicken 
livers, radishes, green scallions, potato 
saladi bite sized slices of rye $2. 75 
~~~AJuice 
on the 
Rocks 
$.75 
Brandied Fruit Cake with whipped cream and a cherry$. 75 
Santa's Fruit Wreath: 
Peach and pear halves, 
pineapple, walnuts and 
cottage cheese with White 
Christmas dressing and a spiced crab apple. 
Also a Cranberry Spritzer $2. 75 
Fresh Minced 
Meat Pie 
$.75 
Candied Apple on a Stick $.50 
The Rum N og: Dark rum and eggnog 
with fresh nutmeg 
$1.75 
Prime Ribs of Beef 
with baked potato 
and red cabbage 
$6.75 
Turkey Drumstick with old-
fashioned dressing, mashed 
turnips and cranberry sauce 
$3.75 
The Open-Me-Last Sundae: Vanilla ice 
cream, green creme de menthe, pecans 
and whipped cream $1.75 
Jingle Jello 
Bells: Lime 
and raspberry 
jello with whipped 
cream$.75 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. 
Let us bring Christmas to your home or office. 
Or celebrate in one of our private party rooms: Call 272 · 6484. 
